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Case No. IT-06-90-A
THE PROSECUTOR
v.
ANTE GOTOVINA and
MLADEN MARKAC

APPELLANT ANTE GOTOVINA’S MOTION TO ADMIT
NEW EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO RULE 115
I. General considerations
1.

Pursuant to Articles 20 and 21 of the Statute and Rule 115 of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence, Appellant Ante Gotovina moves to admit 25
additional documents that were not available to the Defence at trial and
which could have impacted the Trial Chamber’s verdict had they been
admitted at trial. All requirements for admission of additional evidence
pursuant to Rule 115 are met in relation to each and every proposed
additional exhibit tendered in the present application.

2.

The proposed additional evidence falls into three categories and is
identified as follows:
x

Category I: Evidence pertaining to the cause of departure of (Serb)
civilians from the Krajina before, during or after Operation Storm:1
o Exhibit 1: 14 August 1995 Minutes of the 41st Session of
the Supreme Defence Council of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (hereinafter “SDC”).
o Exhibit 2: 23 August 1995 Minutes of the 42nd Session of
the SDC.

1

Category I evidence is related to the following Grounds of Appeal: Ground 2, in particular, subgrounds 2.2, 2.4, and also sub-grounds 1.1.4-1.4, 3.1-3.2, 3.5, 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6; see also Appellant’s
Brief, pars 145 et seq, 150 et seq, 178 et seq, 15-141, 201-235, 248, 255-267, 269-278; and Appellant’s
Reply Brief, pars 16-21, 39-40, 67-96, 98-99, 102-103, 107-108.
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o Exhibit 3: 29 August 1995 Minutes of the 43rd Session of
the SDC.
o Exhibit 4: 5 October 1995 Minutes of the 45th Session of
the SDC.
o Exhibit 5: 11 August 1995 letter from Slobodan Jarcevic
(adviser to Milan Martic) to Colonel Patrick Barriot in
Paris.
o

Exhibit 6: Yugoslav Army intelligence report of 5 August
1995 on the causes of departure of the Krajina Serbs.

o Exhibit 7: Report of SVK Commander Milan Peric on the
causes of the departure of Serbs from Knin.
o Exhibit 8: Report of SVK Major General Branislav
Petrovic, dated 15 August 1995, in which he reports that an
order to evacuate the civilian population from Knin was
issued at 20:00.
o Exhibit 9: Yugoslav Army Main Staff Intelligence
assessment of 21 August 1995 on the causes of the
departure of the Krajina Serbs.
o Exhibit 10: Diplomatic cable of the United States
government dated 10 August 1995 on the causes of
departure of the Krajina Serbs.
o Exhibit 11: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 12: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 13: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 14: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 15: [REDACTED]
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o Exhibit 16: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 17: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 18: [REDACTED]
o Exhibit 19: [REDACTED]

x

Category

II:

Evidence

pertaining

to

the

supposedly

“indiscriminate” nature of HV shelling and the ability of HV
artillery to hit targets of opportunity. 2
o Exhibit 20: Expert Report of Major General Robert Scales,
US Army (retired).
o Exhibit 21: Expert Report of Lieutenant General Wilson A.
Shoffner, US Army (retired).
o Exhibit 22: Expert Report of General Ronald H. Griffith,
US Army (retired).
o Exhibit 23: NATO press release reporting NATO targeting
of Serb surface-to-air missile radar sites near Knin on 4
August 1995.
o Exhibit 24: Excerpt from book of witness Kosta Novakovic
establishing the presence of the SVK’s 2nd Guards Brigade
in Knin on 4 August.
x

Category III: Evidence regarding Gotovina’s supposed legal
authority to make public statements about matters involving crime
investigation.3
o Exhibit 25: Croatian Army regulation of 25 January 1995
prohibiting HV members from making public statements
without permission.

2

Category II documents relate to Ground 1, in particular, 1.1; 1.1.3; 1.1.5; 1.1.6; 1.2; 1.3; and Ground
2, Ground 3 (in particular Ground 3.1) and Ground 4. See also Appellant’s Brief, pars 11, 15 et seq, in
particular, pars 27-31, 33, 34-40, 44-45, 46, 77-85, 136-137, 204 et seq (in particular par 208), 274277; and Appellant’s Reply Brief, pars 50-52, 64.
3

Category III document relates to Ground 4, in particular sub-grounds 4.7.1, 4.7.2, 4.7.4, 4.7.8, 4.7.10.
See also Appellant’s Brief, pars 279-286, 287-290, 296 et seq (in particular, par 306), 327-328 (and
cross-references contained therein), 331-334, and Reply Brief, par 118 et seq.
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II. Applicable Law
3.

For additional evidence to be admissible under Rule 115 of the Rules, it
must satisfy the following requirements.

The applicant must “clearly

identify with precision the specific finding of fact made by the Trial
Chamber to which the additional evidence is directed.”4 The applicant
must show that the evidence is both relevant to a material issue and
credible.5 Evidence is credible if it appears to be reasonably capable of
belief or reliance.6

A finding that evidence is credible demonstrates

nothing about the weight to be accorded to such evidence.7

4.

The applicant must next demonstrate that the evidence could have had an
impact on the verdict, i.e. the evidence must be such that, considered in the
context of the evidence given at trial, it could demonstrate that the verdict
was unsafe.8 The applicant must establish that the additional evidence
tendered on appeal was not available to him at trial in any form, or
discoverable through the exercise of due diligence.9

5.

Finally, evidence may still be admitted even though the "new fact" was
known to the moving party or was discoverable by it through the exercise
of due diligence if the exclusion of that evidence would lead to a
miscarriage of justice, i.e. the evidence would have affected the verdict.10

4

Rule 115(A) of the Rules.
Prosecutor v. Stanisic and Simatovic, Case No. IT-03-69-AR65.4, Decision on Prosecution Appeal of
Decision on Provisional Release and Motions to Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115, 26
June 2008, par. 6. (“Stanisic Rule 115 Decision”).
6
Stanisic Rule 115 Decision, par. 7.
7
Stanisic Rule 115 Decision, par. 7.
8
Stanisic Rule 115 Decision, par. 7.
9
Rule 115(B) of the Rules.
10
Prosecutor v. Blaskic, Case. No. IT-95-14-A, Decision on Evidence, 31 October 2003; Prosecutor v.
Sljivancanin, Case No. IT-95-13/1-R.1, Decision With Respect to Veselin Sljivancanin’s Request for
Review, 14 July 2010, at p.3-4 (“Sljivancanin Request for Review”).
5
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III.Category I – Cause of Departure of Krajina Civilians

A. Category I evidence is relevant to material issues in the case and is credible
6.

Category I evidence is tendered to challenge the following factual findings
made by the Trial Chamber:
a. Fear of HV’s shelling was “the primary and direct cause of the
departure” of the “vast majority, if not all” of Krajina Serbs from Knin,
Benkovac, Obrovac and Gracac.11
b. The Brioni participants discussed civilians being “forced out.”12
c. In general, people did not leave their homes due to any evacuation
planned or organized by the RSK and SVK authorities.13
d. The evidence does not indicate that the movement of people itself was
in any way organized.14
e. Any action by municipal authorities had little or no influence on
people, because people were “already on the move.”15
f. Members of the Croatian political and military leadership shared the
common objective of the permanent removal of the Serb civilian
population from the Krajina by force or threat of force, which
amounted to and involved persecution (deportation, forcible transfer,
unlawful

attacks

against

civilians

and

civilian

objects,

and

discriminatory and restrictive measures), deportation, and forcible
transfer.16
g. Gotovina possessed a persecutory mens rea.17
h. Gotovina intended to contribute to a JCE.18
i. Gotovina ordered unlawful shelling of civilians and civilian objects;19
11

Judgement, 1743, 1744.
Judgement, 1995.
13
Judgement, 1539.
14
Judgement, 1539.
15
Judgement, 1537.
16
Judgement, 2314.
17
Judgment, 2371, 2374.
18
Judgement, 2371.
12
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j. Gotovina made a significant contribution to the JCE.20

7.

Each of the above findings was made or an inference drawn based in
whole or in part on the view that the “vast majority, if not all” of the Serb
civilians left the four locations as a “primary and direct” result of unlawful
shelling.21

8.

The Category I evidence demonstrates that the principal reason for the
departure of civilians from Knin, Benkovac, Obrovac and Gracac was not
any unlawful shelling by the HV, but rather an evacuation order issued by
the RSK leadership as well as fear of contact with Croatian forces.
Shelling was only mentioned by less than a handful of witnesses as a
factor of concern to them, and none (i) referred to unlawful shelling having
played any part in their decision to leave the Krajina or (ii) suggested that
HV shelling had been the “primary” or “direct” cause of their decision to
depart.

9.

The Category I evidence can be further subdivided into three subcategories
of evidence:
a. Subcategory I(A):

is comprised of Exhibits 1-9 and consists of

internal documents of the Serbian side in which the Serbian political
and military leadership acknowledges that the cause of the departure of
Serb civilians was in fact Martic’s evacuation order:22
i. Exhibit 1:

Slobodan Milosevic and other SDC members

discussed the causes of the departure of Serbs from the
“Krajina” during Operation Storm during a meeting on 14
August 1995. Milosevic stated:
You are the most professional part of our Army. As you
know, there was an order for all to leave Krajina on that
19

Judgment, 2370.
Judgement, 2370.
21
Judgement, 1743-1744.
22
Appellant will propose to move Category I(A) documents into evidence across the bar table.
20
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day without even getting in contact with the Croatian
Army at major part of the front. Even if we had made a
stupid thing on that day and decided to help them, the
question is if anyone would have been able to reach
Knin until the evening and help them!? Well, nobody
could reach that area because of their columns with
which they blocked all the roads while fleeing together
with the population. There were more of them who had
been killed while fleeing together with population than
it would be the case if they had remained there holding
the lines. That is an absurd situation!
The question is who made a decision for the Krajina
leadership to leave Krajina? A decision was made
which caused the exodus and it was made in a situation
when they had all conditions provided for the defence.
This was supposed to be the reason for Yugoslavia to
rush to that area and defend those territories which they
left running away as fast as they could?!
Please, 6 thousand Croatians were defending Vukovar
for a half-year; the entire First Army was attacking it
including the Airforce. It was a miracle bearing in mind
the enormous power of the JNA. And they did not
defend Knin which had access from three directions
only; they could not endure defending it for at least 12
hours!?
They did not defend it at all. According to the reports
from the police officers, citizens and other people, they
ordered people to start running away as soon as the
artillery preparation stopped!23
This evidence – evidence of departure unrelated to HV
“unlawful” shelling – from the ultimate, informed, insider (the
top of the Serbian leadership) should be given much weight. It
should be noted that the Prosecution has taken the position in
other cases that reports attributed to Slobodan Milosevic should
be given due or great weight, should be believed and relied
upon.24 The same observation applies to proposed Exhibit 2.

23

Exhibit 1, PDF pages 26-27. Emphasis added.
It should be noted that the Prosecution has tendered numerous SDC minutes in the Slobodan
Milosevic, Perisic and Djordjevic trials.

24
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ii. Exhibit 2: At the 42nd Session of the SDC on 23 August 1995,
Milosevic repeated his assessment made at the previous SDC
meeting in Exhibit 1, that the RSK leadership had ordered the
evacuation of the civilian population of the Krajina so as to
draw the FRY into the conflict:
President MILOSEVIC pointed out to General
MLADIC and the other participants of the Supreme
Defence Council session the strange coincidence
between the timing of Croatia’s attack on the RSK, the
dismissal of MLADIC from his post as commander of
the Main Staff and his appointment as special adviser to
Supreme Commander KARADZIC. The dismissal
decision is dated 2 August, the appointment as adviser 4
August, and MLADIC was informed of this on 5
August. It is obvious that the intention was to shock the
public in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia with the
fall of Knin, the wave of refugees and the confusion in
Republika Srpska and rouse it to defend the endangered
Serbian cause, thereby dragging Yugoslavia into the
war, with consequences that would be clear from the
outset, based on the Iraq formula.25
iii. Exhibit 3: The SDC Minutes of 29 August 1995 indicate that
Yugoslav Army officers who had been seconded to the ARSK
in the “Krajina” were ordered to submit written reports “on
events in the area of responsibility of their unit during the
Croatian aggression against the Republika Srpska Krajina”26
because the SDC intended to initiate “disciplinary and criminal
proceedings” against SVK officers.

This is very important evidence because it demonstrates that
the reports prepared by Mrksic and others27 were written with
the knowledge that they were facing disciplinary and criminal
sanctions for the decisions they took during Operation Storm to
order the withdrawal of all forces and civilians from the
Krajina. Mrksic, therefore, had a motive to downplay the
25

Exhibit 2, page 3. Emphasis added.
Exhibit 3.
27
D923.
26
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evacuation order so as to avoid sanctions. The Trial Chamber
relied on Mrksic’s report in arriving at its conclusions,28 yet the
Defence was denied the ability to challenge some of his
testimony in light of a critical piece of evidence: Mrksic wrote
the report with the motive to save his career and to avoid
criminal proceedings. The proposed evidence would therefore
affect the reliability, credibility and weight of Mrksic’s
information and, therefore, further affect the reliability of the
Trial Chamber’s finding on that point.

iv. Exhibit 4: In the SDC Minutes of a meeting dated 5 October
1995, it is noted that Mrksic’s career in the Yugoslav Army
was terminated, with retroactive application to 1994.29 This
strongly suggests that the SDC and the Yugoslav Army Main
Staff did not accept Mrksic’s version of events in his report,
and that ultimately he was held responsible for the decisions he
made during Operation Storm, including the decision to issue
the evacuation order:
Within the discussion of current issues, the Supreme
Defence Council decided to: pass an enactment on
termination of professional military service as of 31
December 1994 for the following generals from the 40th
Personnel Centre – Lieutenant Generals Mile (son of
Dragan) MRKSIC and Mile (son of Jovo) NOVAKOVIC,
Major Generals Milan (son of Pero) CELEKETIC and
Mirko (son of Bozidar) BJELANOVIC who had, in
accordance with the Law on the Yugoslav Army, Article
107, par. 2, returned to the Yugoslav Army after the fall
of the RSK /Republic of Serbian Krajina/.30

v. Exhibit 5: Is a letter from the former “Foreign Minister of the
RSK,” Slobodan Jarcevic, to Colonel Patrick Barriot at the

28

Judgement, 1539.
Exhibit 4, page 2.
30
Exhibit 4, p. 2.
29
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“Representative Office of the RSK” in Paris.31 In the letter,
Jarcevic explains the cause of the departure of the Krajina
Serbs:
The rapid collapse of the Army of the Serb Krajina on
the 4th and 5th of August did not ensue as a result of
Croatia’s victory, but rather was a consequence of the
decision to withdraw with the population, under
unclarified circumstances. No one has assumed
responsibility for such an order. There are various
statements by combatants who have arrived to
Belgrade. On the basis of these statements, it is possible
to conclude that the Serb battlefield near Knin was in a
difficult position whereas in all others, the Serbs were
holding the initiative. After the fall of Knin the
withdrawal of forces commenced. Some people stated
that foreign intelligence services were involved which,
possibly, may have found a way to deliver such an order
to the Serb commanders, simulating that the order came
from the Command of the Serb Army.
The bodies of the UNPROFOR, the Co-Chairman and
the French authorities (military authorities) probably
have some information on the reasons of our army’s
unexpected withdrawal with the population.
vi. Exhibit 6: On the second day of Operation Storm, 5 August
1995, the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army issued an
Intelligence Report which identified the cause of departure of
civilians from Knin:
The aggression of the HV /Croatian Army/ against the
RSK /Republic of Serbian Krajina/ continued on all
axes with a focus on the Lika – Dalmatia part of the
front line. In the course of the day, the HV succeeded in
capturing Knin and cutting off Gracac. The population
of Knin evacuated in a relatively orderly way,32 and the
GS /Main Staff/ of the SVK /Army of the Serbian
Krajina/ moved its KM /Command Post/ to the Srb
sector.

31

Slobodan Jarcevic has testified in ICTY proceedings. See Prosecutor v. Slobodan Milosevic, Case
No. IT-02-54-T, Transcript page 48871 et seq.; Prosecutor v. Martic, Case No. IT-95-11-T, Transcript
page 6129 et seq.
32
This evidence directly contradicts the Chamber’s finding that the departure of civilians was not in
any way organized. Judgement, 1539.
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vii. Exhibit 7:

SVK Commander of the 92nd Mixed Artillery

Brigade, Milan Peric, reported on 6 August 1995 on the causes
of departure of civilians from Knin:
At 20:30 hours I started driving to Banja Luka and I
found out that the President MARTIC ordered people to
prepare for the evacuation. Upset by such decision, I
went to the Civilian Protection Staff, where I received
information that they got the order from the President
MARTIC's Office. I came to conclusion that everything
in which the Ustashas didn't succeed, the person whom
they allegedly voted for succeeded. I said that that was
the act of BETRAYAL and that the moving away of
people shouldn't be allowed. Unfortunately, such an
order was issued in all the municipalities of Dalmatia
and Lika, which would be the act of GALA
BETRAYAL, by the President MARTIC's and his loyal
generals.
Having received further information I found out
that on 04.08.1995 until 16:00 hours, no one in Knin
or any other place didn't even think about the
evacuation until the moment President MARTIC
signed the act of BETRAYAL. At around 18:00 hours
when they found out about the decision, the inhabitants
of Knin who proved to be big cowards in the fight, took
off their uniforms, put on civilian clothes and started
running away. …
In regards to the above mentioned, and I suggest in the
name of the expelled, betrayed and dishonoured persons
to carry out investigation about who was responsible for
the mass exodus of Serbs, and that the Military
Prosecutor's Office should take statements from the
Lieutenant Generals DOPUDA and VUKMIRICA
because they were informed about destroying the huge
MTS at the Udbina Airport. …

To the knowledge of soldiers from Benkovac, they
moved the l/f [frontline] in their advantage on
04.08.1995, but when they got the order to move out the
people, everything changed in advantage of Ustasha’s.
I kindly ask you one more time to investigate the
responsibility of MARTIC and his advisers, especially
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Ilija PRIJIC, who was sent by Tudjman in October 1991
to pull strings and advice [sic] Martic. 33
viii. Exhibit 8: SVK Major General Branislav Petrovic reported on
15 August 1995 that, “[a]t around 20:00 hrs, it was decided to
seize the IKM /forward command post in Srb, that the
population from the town of Knin be evacuated, and that part of
7th K forces be regrouped to the reserve positions for the
defence of Knin from the northern direction.”34

ix. Exhibit 9:

Is a Yugoslav Army Main Staff Intelligence

assessment of 21 August 1995 on the causes of the departure of
the Krajina Serbs.

This report corroborates the statements

made by Milosevic in the SDC Minutes at Exhibits 1 and 2,
namely that the RSK leadership ordered the evacuation of the
entire civilian population in order to drag the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia into the conflict in Croatia:
The Republic of Serbian Krajina had, in spite of a
difficult position, all the preconditions to defend itself
and to succeed in defending itself. Instead of putting up
strong resistance, the RSK leadership made suicidal
decision to retreat without fighting. Incomprehensible
sending of the population of the attacked territory of the
RSK into exile and retreat of the most of the units from
the positions without offering resistance, has no other
explanation but that of an attempt to destabilise and pull
the SRJ [FRY] into war.35
b. Subcategory I(B): is comprised of two exhibits containing evidence
from [REDACTED] which corroborates the views of the Serbian
leadership regarding the causes of the departure of the Krajina Serbs.
This further demonstrates that all relevant parties had a common,
contemporaneous – and correct – understanding of what had caused
Serb civilians to depart.

33

Exhibit 7, pages 3, 5. Emphasis added.
Exhibit 8, page 4.
35
Exhibit 9, p.2.
34
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i. Exhibit 10, a US diplomatic cable of 10 August 1995 in which
U.S. Ambassador Galbraith notes that the departure of Serb
civilians was predicted before Storm, and that the departure
was caused by Martic’s evacuation order and fear of contact
with Croatian forces:

It was predicted that most Serbs would flee the
Krajina if Croatia took military action. From what
we have heard and observed in places like Petrinja,
Knin, and Glina, there appears to be little evidence
of atrocities or people being forced out of their
homes by Croatian forces. More typically, they fled
before the arrival of Croatian troops or were
ordered to leave by “RSK” authorities. 36

This evidence is important not only because it corroborates the
Appellant’s position that Serb civilians left due to the actions of
the RSK authorities, but also because it corroborates
Appellant’s explanation of the discussion of the Brioni
meeting, i.e. the participants were anticipating the departure of
many Krajina civilians as a side effect of the military
operation.37 The fact that a well-informed official of the United
States also predicted, prior to Storm, that Serb civilians would
leave (without any suggestion or foresight of unlawful
activities) provides powerful corroboration of Appellant’s
position that the Brioni participants were not planning to cause
the departure of civilians but believed it to be an unavoidable
side effect of taking military action, as did the United States.
This evidence thus challenges the Chamber’s finding of fact
that the Brioni participants had agreed to target civilians with
artillery in order to cause them to flee and that they did do so.38
This evidence also further reinforces the reasonableness of the
inference that the departure of the “vast majority” of Serb
36

Exhibit 10, page 4. Emphasis added.
Appellant’s Brief, 214-216, 231, 257-258.
38
Judgement, 1995.
37
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civilians was unrelated to any sort of unlawful conduct on the
part of Croatian forces.

ii. Exhibit 11: [REDACTED]

Appellant will propose to move Exhibit 10 into evidence from the bar
table, and [REDACTED].

c. Subcategory I(C): [REDACTED]
i. Exhibit 12: [REDACTED]

ii. Exhibit 13: [REDACTED]

iii. Exhibit 14: [REDACTED]

iv. Exhibit 15: [REDACTED]

v. Exhibit 16: [REDACTED]

vi. Exhibit 17: [REDACTED]

vii. Exhibit 18: [REDACTED]

viii. Exhibit 19: [REDACTED]
10.

Appellant will propose to admit Exhibit 12 across the bar table,39 and to
admit Exhibits 13 through 19 [REDACTED].

39

Prosecutor v. Gotovina, IT-06-90-T, Decision on Admission of MUP Official Notes and Reasons for
the Decision To Deny The Admission of the Official Note of Ivan Cermak, 30 January 2009, at par. 10.
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11.

The evidence submitted in Subcategory I(A) was obtained directly from
the Prosecution. Exhibit 10 in Subcategory I(B) is a US diplomatic cable
obtained through the Wikileaks releases.40 [REDACTED] Accordingly,
all of the evidence in Category I is credible because it “appears to be
reasonably capable of belief or reliance.”41 The proposed evidence is also
evidently reliable and credible, considering its source, origin and content.42

B. Category I evidence could have an impact on the verdict in that it “could
demonstrate that the verdict was unsafe”
12.

At paragraph 2314, the Trial Chamber specifically found that
deportation/forcible transfer (as “persecution” under Article 5(h) of the
Statute) of Krajina Serb civilians was one of the core crimes in relation to
which alleged JCE-members shared a common criminal intent and in
relation to which an agreement had been reached to commit that crime.
According to the Trial Chamber, unlawful artillery attacks against civilians
and civilian objects was the agreed upon criminal means by which the
deportation/forcible transfer of Serb civilians was to be achieved.

13.

On that basis, and having found that General Gotovina had ordered an
unlawful artillery attack on civilian and civilian objects (“in and of itself”
a “significant” contribution to the JCE43), the Trial Chamber convicted
him, inter alia, for deportation/forcible transfer of Serb civilians.

14.

The Category I evidence demonstrates that the verdict is unsafe because it
shows that there was an undisputed understanding at the time that what
had caused the departure of civilians from the area was not unlawful
shelling, but an evacuation order:
a. Milosevic and the Serbian political and military leadership—which
had at its disposal all elements of the Serbian intelligence services—

40

Appellant has submitted a request to the government of the United States to provide an official copy
of the cable, and will submit it to the Appeals Chamber once received.
41
Stanisic Rule 115 Decision par. 6-7.
42
See e.g. Nahimana, Decision on Appellants Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza’s and Ferdinand Nahimana’s
Motions for Leave to Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A,
App. Ch., 12 January 2007.
43
Judgment, 2370.
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concluded that the evacuation order was the cause of the departure of
civilians.
b. The United States [REDACTED] concluded that civilians left due to
reasons unrelated to HV artillery, as a result of the evacuation order.
c. [REDACTED].

15.

This evidence is entirely consistent with evidence already on the record
which the Trial Chamber either ignored, disregarded or did not give
adequate weight.

16.

If, as the Appellant submits in his Appellant’s Brief and Reply, and as the
proposed additional evidence demonstrates, shelling was not the “primary
and direct cause” of the departure of Serb civilians, then the factual
findings identified in paragraph 6 above, and thus the verdict, “could be
unsafe.”

Accordingly, Appellant has satisfied the relevant standard for

admissibility pursuant to Rule 115. Considering that this preliminary
finding served as a basis for further prejudicial inferences identified in
paragraph 6 above, these would of necessity also be affected and they too
“could be unsafe” as a result of the admission of the proposed evidence.

C. Category I evidence was unavailable at trial and was not discoverable
through the exercise of due diligence
17.

The proposed evidence in Category I was unavailable to the Defence at
trial and was not discoverable through the exercise of due diligence.
Exhibits 1-4 in unredacted form were obtained as a result of a variation of
a confidentiality order by the Perisic Trial Chamber and subsequent
disclosure to the Defence by the Prosecution after the Gotovina Trial
Judgement.44 In 2007, the Prosecution disclosed to the Defence heavily
redacted versions of the SDC Minutes.

Due to these redactions, the

Defence did not know and could not reasonably have known that the SDC
44

The SDC minutes were first disclosed to the Defence by the Registry on 30 May 2011.
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held the RSK leadership responsible for ordering the evacuation of the
entire population, which caused the departure of Serb civilians.

18.

For example, the following appears in the redacted version that was
produced to the Defence in 2007:

So, by embroiling Yugoslavia in the war, our enemies, including the
numerous militant groups in those countries which I also consider our
enemies, would have an alibi: "here is the legitimate proof that
Yugoslavia is the aggressor", and then the Iraqi scheme would be
imposed. You know what the Iraqi scheme is - the aggressor has to be
punished in the same way as Iraq was punished after entering Kuwait.
[REDACTION]
They did not defend it at all. According to the reports from the police
officers, citizens and other people, they ordered people to start running
away as soon as the artillery preparation stopped!
Therefore, there was not any kind of resistance nor there was any
combat conflict with the Croatian forces. Now, they expected us to get
involved in a situation where we should pretend that this territory is
more important to us than to those who had all conditions do defend
that territory, but they decided /illegible/ to run away! I will not talk
about the individuals that most probably offered a heroic resistance,
because there are the examples of heroic acts, but unfortunately such
kind of decision was made there and this ended the way it ended.45
19.

Using this redacted transcript, the Defence could not have established at
trial that Milosevic’s comment that “they ordered people to start running
away as soon as the artillery preparation stopped” was about the RSK
leadership in Operation Storm. Indeed, there is no reference to Operation
Storm or to the RSK. Without the redacted context, Milosevic could have
been speaking of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, or the departure of Serbs
from Western Bosnia, or from Western Slavonia in May 1995, or
Operation Storm.

The Defence certainly would have been unable to

represent to the Trial Chamber with certainty that Milosevic’s comment
must have been related to Operation Storm. Only by reading the redacted

45

Exhibit 1, page 26-27.
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material can one see that, in context, Milosevic is referring to the RSK
leadership’s order to evacuate the civilian population.

20.

At a different point of the redacted transcript, President Lilic condemns the
“unfortunate, /word illegible/ unreasonable and shameful decisions of the
RSK leadership to withdraw from the RSK area practically with no
resistance and no casualties.”46

This comment only referred to the

withdrawal of the “RSK leadership,” and contrary to the Prosecution’s
claims, did not put the Appellant on notice that Lilic was referring to
Martic’s order to evacuate the entire civilian population.47

21.

Statements made by Milosevic and others during meetings of the SDC do
not just reflect a belief on their part about the causes of departure of
civilians: they reflects an informed, and contemporaneous, understanding
of what caused the departure of civilians and how the evacuation order
affected their political goals. The SDC was the highest strategic civilian
body in Belgrade. It was responsible for national defence and deployment
of the VJ, and interfaced directly with the VJ General Staff, the highest
level in the military chain of command, and was also informed by the
Serbian intelligence services. The SDC certainly was in the best position
to know of the real cause of the departure of Serb civilians from the
Krajina.

22.

This evidence also demonstrates the consistency of views at all levels and
among all those who had direct information about the cause of departure
of civilians (REDACTED) from the Krajina: among the Serb leadership;
among the Krajina-Serb leadership; [REDACTED]; among informed
internationals; and among the Croatian leadership.

46

Exhibit 1, page 35.
In these appeal proceedings, the Prosecution has provided an updated translation of Lilic’s comment:
“Unfortunate, irrational and shameful decision to have the army and the people withdraw.” See
Prosecution Response to Gotovina’s Application Pursuant to Rule 54 Bis, 4 July 2011, para. 13.
However, this translation was not provided to the Defence during the trial, and the Defence therefore
had no notice that Lilic was referring to the withdrawal of the civilian population.

47
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23.

Exhibits 5-9 were disclosed by the Prosecution during these appeal
proceedings as a result of Defence requests which were triggered by the
post-Judgement disclosure of the SDC Minutes.48 The Appellant acted
promptly and with due diligence making those requests and following up
on them through all available procedural means as soon as he was made
aware of the existence of this material and of its relevance to his appeal.

24.

The Prosecution had the duty and responsibility to disclose this material
pursuant to Rule 68 as it clearly contradicted its case and supported the
case advanced by the Defence at trial. Exhibits 5-9 should have been
disclosed by the Prosecution pursuant to Rule 68 without any request from
the Defence. All of the material in Subcategory I(A) is exculpatory Rule
68 material that was in the possession of the Prosecution throughout the
pre-trial and trial proceedings in this case, yet was not made available to
the Appellant.

25.

The Prosecution has provided no reason for the belated post-Judgement
disclosure of the Subcategory I(A) material to the Gotovina Defence. The
Appellant notes that (i) the Prosecution knew of the existence of that
material, (ii) must have been aware of its relevance to General Gotovina’s
case49 and (iii) must have been aware that the Subcategory I(A) evidence
“may suggest the innocence or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect
the credibility of Prosecution evidence” concerning the allegation that Serb
civilians left as a result of HV shelling.50

26.

Bound by Rule 68, the Prosecution should have asked the Appeals
Chamber to vary its order so as to enable it to disclose that material to the
Gotovina Defence or to seek leave from the Gotovina Trial Chamber to
withdraw the allegation that Gotovina had deported the Krajina Serbs.
The Prosecution could have asked Serbia for permission to make the SDC
Minutes public. Serbia, when finally asked by the Prosecution, expressed

48

These exhibits were disclosed to the Defence for the first time beginning in June 2011.
The Prosecution had clear notice of the Defence case that Serb civilians had fled due to the Martic
evacuation order, as is evident from the Judgement, par 1512-1539.
50
See Rule 68(i).
49
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no objection in the Perisic case to the public disclosure of the SDC
materials.51

It does not appear that the Prosecution asked Serbia for

permission, however, until after the Gotovina trial was completed.

27.

Instead, the Prosecution sought to convince the Trial Chamber to find in its
favour despite its awareness that there existed crucial evidence that it had
not disclosed to the Defence. The Prosecution’s conduct in this matter was
entirely inadequate and caused prejudice. The denial of clearly relevant
material to both the Defence and the Trial Chamber effectively resulted in
a miscarriage of justice.

28.

Accordingly, the Appellant is not responsible for the fact that this evidence
was not submitted to the Trial Chamber during the trial, as it was
unavailable to him and not discoverable through the exercise of due
diligence.

29.

Exhibit 10 in Subcategory I(B) is a US diplomatic cable that was only
discovered by Appellant as a result of a Wikileaks release in August 2011
of US cables. Both the Prosecution and Defence had submitted numerous
requests for assistance to the United States government in the pre-trial and
trial phrase. On 21 December 2006, the Prosecution requested that the
United States produce “information on the execution and consequences of
Operation Storm and its aftermath, as well as knowledge and attitudes of
Croatian officials.”52

30.

The United States responded by producing two batches of diplomatic
cables on 7 February 200753 and 22 May 2007.54 Exhibit 10 was not
produced however, despite the fact that it clearly contains “information on
the execution and consequences of Operation Storm and its aftermath,”

51

Prosecutor v. Perisic, Case No. IT-04-81-T, Decision on Prosecution Request for Change in Status of
Certain Exhibits Admitted Under Seal, 24 March 2011 (noting that “the Prosecution has informed the
Trial Chamber that the Republic of Serbia will not seek protective measures over the documents listed
in Annex A.”).
52
On file with Prosecution and Defence, ERN R0639391. Available upon request.
53
Id.
54
On file with Prosecution and Defence, ERN R0642715. Available upon request.
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specifically the reasons for the departure of Krajina Serbs as well as the
treatment of Krajina Serbs by Croatian forces. Accordingly, Appellant is
not responsible for the fact that this cable was not admitted into evidence
at trial, as it was unavailable to the Appellant. Appellant was reasonably
diligent in relying on the United States to comply with RFAs issued by the
Prosecution and Defence.

31.

[REDACTED].

32.

[REDACTED]

33.

[REDACTED]

34.

[REDACTED].

35.

[REDACTED]

36.

[REDACTED]

37.

Accordingly, it is clear that the Category I evidence was unavailable at
trial to the Gotovina Defence and could not have been discovered through
the exercise of due diligence.

Moreover, the evidence in Category I

should be admitted even in the absence of due diligence, because the
impact of this new evidence is such that it would have affected the verdict,
and to ignore it would lead to a miscarriage of justice.55

D. Conclusions and relief sought

38.

It is clear from the above that the proposed additional evidence would
have been a decisive factor in reaching the decision at trial.56 As already

55

Sljivancanin Request for Review, p. 3-4.
Prosecutor v Nahimana et al, Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza’s Motions for Leave to
Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115 or the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, December
8, 2006, par 6; Prosecutor v. Nahimana et al, Public Redacted Version of the Decision on Motions
56
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noted, the proposed evidence exposes the Trial Chamber’s findings as
unsafe and unreasonable or, at the very least, creates a number of
reasonable inferences all favourable to the accused, which the Trial
Chamber would have been required to draw had that evidence been
available to the Trial Chamber.57

39.

In light of the above and pursuant to Articles 20-21 of the Statute and Rule
115, the Appellant requests that the Appeals Chamber admit in evidence
the documents attached in Annexes 1-19 of the present motion.

IV. Category II: Indiscriminate Attack and Targets of Opportunity
A.

Category II evidence is relevant to material issues in the case and is
credible

40.

Category II documents are tendered to challenge the following factual
findings of the Trial Chamber:

i. “[T]oo many projectiles impacted in areas which were too far
away from identified artillery targets. . .for the artillery
projectiles to have impacted in these areas as a result of errors
or inaccuracies in the HV’s artillery fire.”58
ii. The 200M Rule.59

iii. There was a “limited SVK and police presence” in Knin on 4
August” involving “a very limited presence of 50 to 150 SVK
and police personnel.”60

Relating to the Appellant Hasan Ngeze’s and the Prosecution’s Request for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of Witnesses ABC1 and EB, November 27, 2006, par 20; Prosecutor v. Krstic,
Decision on Application for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, August 5, 2003, p 3;
Prosecutor v. Mejakic et al., Decision on Joint Defence Motion to Admit Additional Evidence Before
the Appeals Chamber Pursuant to Rule 115, 16 November 2005, par 10
57
See, generally, Vasiljevic Appeal Judgment, par 120; Vasiljevic Trial Judgment, pars 68-69.
58
Ground 1.1
59
Ground 1.1.3; 1.1.4.
60
Judgement, par 1900, 1908.
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iv. At the orders of Gotovina and Rajcic, the HV “deliberately
targeted civilian areas” in the four towns and treated the four
towns as targets for artillery fire.61

v. Gotovina possessed the mens rea to unlawfully attack civilians
and civilian objects.62

vi. The Trial Chamber finds that the HV fired artillery projectiles
which impacted on the SVK anti-aircraft facility south-east of
the UN compound, marked C4 on D131. The Trial Chamber
notes that this was not an artillery objective identified by Raji
or reported as fired at in the HV artillery reports in evidence.63

vii. The artillery attack was the “primary and direct cause” of the
departure of Serb civilians from the four towns.64

viii. Unlawful attacks against civilians and civilian objects, as the
crime against humanity of persecution, were also intended and
within the purpose of the joint criminal enterprise.65

ix. Martic’s evacuation order “was an attempt to bring some order
to events that were already unfolding.”66
x. Civilians left Obrovac “when the shelling commenced.”67

xi. The Brioni participants discussed civilians being “forced
out.”68

61

Judgement, par 1911, 1923, 1935, 1943.
Judgement, 1906, 1920, 1932, 1940.
63
Judgement, 1392.
64
Judgement, 1743-44.
65
Judgement, 2311.
66
Judgement, 1537.
67
Judgement, 1591.
68
Judgement, 1995.
62
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xii. Gotovina possessed a persecutory mens rea.
xiii. Gotovina intended to contribute to a JCE.69
xiv. Gotovina made a significant contribution to the JCE.70

xv. Gotovina “fail[ed] to make a serious effort to prevent and
follow-up on crimes reported to have been committed in light
of Gotovina’s order to unlawfully attack civilians and civilian
objects.”71

xvi. By ordering an unlawful attack on civilians and civilian
objects, Gotovina signalled his attitude towards crimes and
towards Serbs to his subordinates.72

41.

All of these findings rely upon the erroneous assumptions drawn by the
Trial Chamber that Gotovina ordered an unlawful attack on civilians and
civilian objects; an unlawful attack actually occurred; that all instances of
“unlawful” shelling were attributable to HV artillery; and that the location
of those shells could not reasonably be attributed to any reason other than
intentional targeting of those locations. The proposed evidence further
demonstrates the unreasonableness of these conclusions.

42.

The proposed additional evidence is directly relevant to establishing a
number of facts relevant to the present appeal.

The expert report of

General Scales establishes that the HV deployment of artillery on the four
towns was entirely acceptable under U.S. and Soviet doctrine, and that the
Chamber unreasonably concluded that any shell falling beyond 200M of a
known military target must have been fired with the intent to target
“civilian areas.” For example, General Scales asserts:

69

Judgement, 2371.
Judgement, 2370.
71
Judgement, 2370.
72
Judgement, 2373.
70
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The Soviet doctrine, materiel and firing method used by the HV
artillery in fact would result in targeting and firing errors far greater
than 200 meters. A compounding of errors traditional in such missions
in fact would offer a radial error at least 400 meters, which is
consistent with the estimated range of reasonable error to which
Brigadier General Leslie testified as appropriate, who was the only
witness to offer an opinion from the perspective both of military
expertise and actual presence in the City of Knin at the time the attack
occurred. Based on my knowledge of the equipment the HV forces
used in the attack, and the inevitable impact of execution variables in
any use of indirect fire assets, this 400 meter standard is a reasonable
conclusion.73
43.

The expert reports of Generals Shoffner and Griffith corroborate the expert
report of General Scales. Shoffner concludes:
The 200 meter finding by the court is totally inconsistent with the
science and practice of artillery and rocket fire. It is neither consistent
with established practices for the employment of indirect fire weapons,
nor consistent with any rigorous, honest, realistic assessment. Nor does
a 200 meter standard reflect the science of indirect fire weapons or the
established practice by artillerists around the world for predicting the
probable impact of indirect fired weapons. It is not a valid
conclusion.74
Appellant proposes to admit these reports pursuant to Rule 94 bis.

44.

Novakovic’s book75 establishes that there was an entire brigade of SVK
troops in Knin on 4 August, thus providing ample evidence of targets of
opportunity. Appellant proposes to admit Novakovic’s book into evidence
across the bar table.

45.

The Trial Chamber relied on Novakovic’s testimony for the proposition
that there were an insignificant number of SVK troops in Knin:
Kosta Novakovic testified that there were no military units in
or directly outside of Knin. There were no operational units in
either the Northern barracks or the Senjak barracks in August
1995, as they were all on the front lines. On 4 August 1995,

73

Exhibit 20, par 3.
Exhibit 21, page 4.
75
Exhibit 24.
74
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the 2nd Guards Brigade was not in Knin, but was deployed
somewhere between Golubic and Strmica.76
46.

However, after he testified in these proceedings, Novakovic published his
memoirs about the events in Storm. Concerning the presence of SVK
troops in Knin on 4 August, Novakovic wrote:

… General Kovaevi sent Lt. Colonel Milorad Radi, Chief of
Staff of the 7th Corps Command to Dinara, to the Vrlika
region, to merge all the forces that were there into a single
combat group. It was a composition formed from two brigades
and staff units of the Corps Command and police units from the
Ministry of the Interior of the RSK. On the eve of August 4th
this combat group was conducting activities in cooperation
with a police battalion and the 2nd Guards Brigade from the
composition of the Special Units Corps of the SVK in the
defense of Dinara. During the general aggression, the Guards
Brigade was not on Dinara but was resting in Knin.77…
When one of the police commanders notified him that there
was no one there on the Dinara peak ‘Igla’, Lt. Colonel Milorad
Radi urgently intervened requesting assistance from the
Commander of the 2nd Guards Brigade, Colonel Miloš
Cvjetianin. However, the Croatian forces were already on the
‘Igla’ peak.
47.

Exhibit 24 thus establishes not only the presence of an entire brigade in
Knin on 4 August, but also that they were called in to assist in the SVK
defence of the HV breakthrough on the Dinara mountain. This would have
resulted in significant number of targets of opportunity. Novakovic’s book
both (i) contradicts and impugns his evidence upon which the Trial
Chamber relied, and (ii) further demonstrates the presence of military
forces which might have attracted some of the supposedly “unlawful”
artillery shelling. The Appeals Chamber should note in that regard that the
Prosecution and the Trial Chamber both failed to locate these forces at the
time relevant to the operation. In other words, they have failed to exclude
the reasonable possibility that they might have been subject to some of the
impugned firing.

76
77

Judgement, 1222. Emphasis added.
Exhibit 24. Emphasis added.
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48.

The Trial Chamber attributed all instances of supposed “unlawful shelling”
to the HV without excluding the reasonable possibility that several of
those shells came from sources other than the HV. The proposed
additional evidence establishes the unreasonableness of the Trial
Chamber’s approach. Exhibit 23 is a NATO press release reporting NATO
targeting of Serb surface-to-air missile radar sites near Knin on 4 August
1995:

On 4 August 95, four NATO aircraft attacked two Croatian
Serb surface-to-air missile radar sites using anti-radiation
"HARM" missiles. Two U. S. Navy EA-6Bs and two U. S.
Navy F-18Cs struck sites near Knin and Udbina in self-defence
after the aircraft's electronic warning devices indicated they
were being targeted by anti-aircraft missiles.78
49.

This evidence directly refutes the Chamber’s finding in paragraph 1392 in
which the Chamber made two erroneous assumptions with no reasonable
basis in evidence: 1) the fire at this site could only have come from the
HV, and 2) the fire must have been from artillery.

Moreover, this

evidence demonstrates the Chamber’s problematic pattern of simply
assuming that the source of fire in disputed shelling incidents could only
have been from the HV79 or could only have been from artillery fire as
opposed to other fire.80

50.

Appellant proposes to admit the NATO press release into evidence across
the bar table. Whilst this document is primarily relevant to the Trial
Chamber’s finding at paragraph 1392, it reflects a broader problem with
the Trial Chamber’s approach to attribution of supposedly unlawful
artillery fire, namely, the assumption that all of it had come from HV.

51.

The proposed additional evidence is clearly relevant to the appeal. There is
no basis to question its authenticity. In light of its source, origin and

78

Exhibit 23, p.4.
Appellant’s Brief, 27-31, 33, 35-38, 41-45, 46.
80
Appellant’s Brief, 27-31, 38.
79
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content, the proposed evidence is also evidently reliable and credible.81 All
Category II evidence “appears to be reasonably capable of belief or
reliance.”82

B.

Category II evidence could have an impact on the verdict in that it “could
demonstrate that the verdict was unsafe”

52.

It is self-evident that the Category II evidence “could demonstrate that the
verdict was unsafe.”

If the Appeals Chamber were to accept the expert

testimony of Generals Scales, corroborated by the expert testimony of
Generals Shoffner and Griffith, this would result in the rejection of the
200M Rule and the Trial Chamber’s related findings regarding the
unlawfulness of HV shelling.

This in turn would have the effect of

undermining each of the factual findings identified in paragraph 40, above.

53.

The admission of Novakovic’s book into evidence would demonstrate that
there were a significant number of “targets of opportunity” in Knin,
contrary to the Chamber’s finding that there was a “limited SVK presence”
in Knin, which allegedly made it unreasonable to conclude that the HV
was targeting targets of opportunity.83 This would show that Novakovic’s
evidence, on which the Trial Chamber relied, was at best unreliable and at
worst knowingly false. Furthermore, the book establishes that Novakovic
may have committed perjury at trial in denying the presence of the SVK’s
2nd Guards Brigade in Knin. In light of this new evidence, the Chamber’s
reliance on Novakovic’s evidence to support other claims, such as his
claim that the evacuation order “was an attempt to bring some order to
events that were already unfolding,”84 or that civilians left Obrovac “when
the shelling commenced,”85 must be reviewed because the book “could

81

See e.g. Nahimana, Decision on Appellants Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza’s and Ferdinand Nahimana’s
Motions for Leave to Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A,
App. Ch., 12 January 2007.
82
Stanisic Rule 115 Decision, par. 6-7.
83
Judgement, 1908.
84
Judgement, 1537.
85
Judgement, 1591.
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demonstrate that the verdict is unsafe.” Unquestioned and uncritical
reliance on his evidence without the benefit of that proposed material
would constitute a miscarriage of justice.

54.

Finally, the NATO press release demonstrates that the Chamber made
unsubstantiated assumptions about the sources and types of fire in and
around Knin. The Chamber’s assumption that only the HV fired in Knin,
and that only artillery was fired in Knin, is contradicted not only by the
Trial Chamber’s contrary findings,86 but also by the NATO press release.
This evidence could demonstrate that the verdict is unsafe and should
therefore be admitted.

C.

Category II evidence was unavailable at trial and was not discoverable
through the exercise of due diligence

55.

The Defence did not possess the proposed expert report of General Scales
and the corroborating expert reports of Generals Shoffner and Griffith at
trial. These reports were not obtainable in the exercise of due diligence for
one simple reason: the Appellant had no notice that the Chamber would
reject the Prosecution’s case that the range of error was 400m,87 and then
impose without evidentiary foundation an even more stringent range of
error upon the Appellant. Rather, Appellant accepted the Prosecution’s
case that the range of error was 400m. No Accused could reasonably have
expected that he was required to submit expert evidence in his own
Defence case in order to corroborate the Prosecution’s case against him.88

56.

Moreover, the expert evidence of the three US Army generals should be
admitted even in the absence of due diligence, because the impact of this
new evidence, if proved, would certainly have affected the verdict.
Indeed, it would have overturned the 200M Rule. Given the importance of

86

Appellant’s Reply Brief, 52.
T.1989-T.1990; OTP Final Trial Brief, par. 588 and fn. 2139.
88
Appellant’s Brief, 9-14; Reply Brief, 13-15.
87
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the Chamber’s 200M Rule to the Chamber’s Judgement,89 the Appeals
Chamber is requested to admit the evidence of Generals Scales, Shoffner
and Griffith. To ignore this evidence would lead to a miscarriage of
justice.90

57.

The Appellant wishes to make clear that, even if this evidence is admitted
pursuant to Rule 115, the present application should not be interpreted as a
waiver or abandonment of its submission that the 200M Rule finding went
beyond the charges and constitutes a breach of the right of the accused to
timely notice of the charges, and that the 200M Rule should be set aside
for that reason alone.

58.

Novakovic’s book could not have been discovered during trial. Novakovic
testified in November 2008. The Gotovina Defence rested its case in
September 2009. Novakovic apparently published his book in 2010. The
Defence only became aware of the existence of that book and its relevance
to the proceedings in 2011. Appellant exercised due diligence in preparing
to cross-examine Novakovic and in putting on his Defence case, but could
not have discovered Novakovic’s book given that it was not published
until apparently well after the Defence had rested its case. The Defence
had no notice that Novakovic had actually published his book until after
the Judgment was delivered in this case. In the alternative, Appellant
requests that the Appeals Chamber admit the Novakovic book in order to
avoid a miscarriage of justice. Specifically, the Chamber’s finding on the
lack of troops in Knin should not rest on the potentially perjured testimony
of Novakovic.

59.

The NATO press release also could not have been tendered at trial in the
exercise of due diligence, because the Prosecution never provided notice

89

Appellant’s Reply Brief, 41-42; See also the Chamber’s factual findings identified in paragraph 40,
above, all of which are based on the reliability of the Chamber’s 200M Rule and which would be
reversed if the Appeals Chamber accepts the evidence of General Scales on the range of error of HV
weapons systems.
90
Sljivancanin Request for Review, at p.3-4.
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that the targeting SVK anti-aircraft facility south-east of the UN
compound (marked C4 on D131) formed part of the Prosecution case.
Indeed, this facility is not mentioned by the Prosecution in the Indictment,
the OTP Pre-Trial Brief, the OTP Final Trial Brief, or in OTP’s closing
argument. Accordingly, Appellant could not have discovered this press
release in the exercise of due diligence because the targeting of this facility
did not form part of the Prosecution’s case.

D.

Conclusions and relief sought

60.

For the reasons set forth above, the proposed Category II evidence would
have been a decisive factor in reaching the decision at trial.91 The Category
II evidence demonstrates that the Trial Chamber’s findings could be
unsafe and unreasonable. Pursuant to Articles 20-21 of the Statute and
Rule 115, the Appellant requests that the Appeals Chamber admit in
evidence the documents attached as Exhibits 20-24 of the present motion.

V. Category III: Gotovina’s Ability to Make Public Statements
A.

Category III evidence is relevant to material issues in the case and is
credible

61.

The Category III document (Exhibit 25) is an HV regulation of 25 January
1995 prohibiting HV military officers from making public statements
without permission. This evidence is submitted in order to challenge the
following factual findings of the Trial Chamber:

91

Prosecutor v Nahimana et al, Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza’s Motions for Leave to
Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115 or the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, December
8, 2006, par 6; Prosecutor v. Nahimana et al, Public Redacted Version of the Decision on Motions
Relating to the Appellant Hasan Ngeze’s and the Prosecution’s Request for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of Witnesses ABC1 and EB, November 27, 2006, par 20; Prosecutor v. Krstic,
Decision on Application for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, August 5, 2003, p 3;
Prosecutor v. Mejakic et al., Decision on Joint Defence Motion to Admit Additional Evidence Before
the Appeals Chamber Pursuant to Rule 115, 16 November 2005, par 10
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i. Gotovina failed to make public statements in order to ensure
that crimes were followed up.92
ii. Gotovina’s failed to make a “serious effort” to prevent and
follow-up on crimes.93
iii. Gotovina’s failures had an impact on the general atmosphere
toward crimes in the Split MD.94
iv. Gotovina’s conduct amounted to a substantial contribution to
the JCE.95
v. Gotovina’s failure to adequately address the commission of
crimes also shows his reckless attitude towards crimes falling
outside the common purpose.96

62.

The admission of the proposed Category III evidence (Exhibit 25) is
clearly relevant to Appellant’s challenge to the Chamber’s factual findings
as identified in the preceding paragraph. If accepted, the evidence would
establish that General Gotovina did not have the legal authority to make
public statements, a matter which the Chamber seems to have simply
assumed without evidentiary basis.

63.

Appellant proposes to admit this exhibit across the bar table.

64.

The Category III evidence is a Croatian government document and there is
no reason to doubt its authenticity. In light of its source, origin and
content, the proposed evidence is also evidently reliable and credible,97

92

Judgement, 2365.
Judgement, 2370.
94
Judgement, 2370.
93

95

Judgement, 2370.
Judgement, 2374.
97
See e.g. Nahimana, Decision on Appellants Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza’s and Ferdinand Nahimana’s
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Accordingly, it should be admitted into evidence.
B.

Category III evidence could have an impact on the verdict in that it “could
demonstrate that the verdict was unsafe”

65.

If the Appeals Chamber were to admit the Category III evidence and
accept that General Gotovina did not have the authority to make public
statements, this could potentially overturn the Chamber’s findings of fact
as identified in paragraph 61 above, which are fundamental to the
Chamber’s conviction of Gotovina.

66.

Accordingly, the Category III evidence “could demonstrate that the verdict
was unsafe.”

C.

Category III evidence was unavailable at trial and was not discoverable
through the exercise of due diligence

67.

The Defence did not have in its possession the proposed additional
evidence during the trial phase. The Defence acknowledges that this
material was readily available and that it could have obtained it during the
trial phase had it been given a clear notice of its relevance to the
proceedings. However, in the absence of any allegation by the Prosecution
that General Gotovina was culpable for failing to make public statements,
the Defence had no reason to seek to obtain or tender evidence relevant to
disproving such a proposition.

68.

If the Appeals Chamber were to find despite the above that this material
was available to the Defence at trial or that it could reasonably have been
located, the Appellant submits that it should nevertheless be admitted
pursuant to Rule 115 to protect the “interests of justice.” The proposed
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evidence is clearly relevant and would have affected the verdict had it
been admitted. The prejudice that would be caused to the Appellant and
the miscarriage of justice that would result from a refusal to consider that
evidence could not be repaired and far exceeds the interest to limit
evidential consideration on appeal to evidence already considered by the
Trial Chamber at trial.

69.

The Appellant wishes to make clear that, even if this evidence is admitted
pursuant to Rule 115, the present application should not be interpreted as a
waiver or abandonment of his submission that the Chamber’s Measures99
went beyond the charges and constitutes a breach of the right of the
accused to timely notice of the charges and that this finding should be set
aside for that reason alone. If the Appeals Chamber determines that the
Chamber’s Measures did not form a valid part of the charges against
General Gotovina and quashes the Trial Chamber’s findings, the Category
III material will lose much of its relevance to these proceedings.

D.

Conclusions and relief sought

70.

The Category III evidence demonstrates that the Trial Chamber’s findings
could be unsafe and unreasonable.

Pursuant to Articles 20-21 of the

Statute and Rule 115, the Appellant requests that the Appeals Chamber
admit in evidence the document attached as Exhibit 25 of the present
motion.
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VI. Overall Relief Sought
71.

For all of the reasons set forth above, Appellant Ante Gotovina requests
that the Appeals Chamber admit Exhibits 1-25 into evidence pursuant to
Rule 115, and grant such other relief as the Appeals Chamber deems
appropriate.
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DEFENCE
/stamp:

STATE SECRET

/coat of arms/
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
YUGOSLAVIA
SUPREME DEFENCE COUNCIL
DT Number: 12-3
23 August 1995
BELGRADE/

NOTE
From the 42nd session of the Supreme Defence Council, held on 23 August 1995 in
the Cabinet of the Chief of the Yugoslav Army General Staff.

The session was chaired by the President of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, Zoran LILI]. In addition to members of the Supreme Defence Council,
President of the Republic of Serbia Slobodan MILO[EVI] and President of the
Republic of Montenegro Momir BULATOVI], the following also participated in the
work of the session: Federal Prime Minister Dr Radoje KONTI], Federal Minister of
Defence Pavle BULATOVI], and Chief of the Yugoslav Army General Staff Colonel
General Mom~ilo PERI[I]. The commander of the Army of Republika Srpska Main
Staff, Colonel General Ratko MLADI], was also invited to the session. The session
was also attended by the Major General Slavoljub [U[I], Chief of the Military
Cabinet of the President of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Secretary of the
Supreme Military Council.

According to the agenda originally proposed, there was supposed to be
discussion of the situation regarding preparations of the National Defence Plan, the
financing of the Yugoslav Army (revision of the military section of the federal
budget) and several current issues. The discussion commenced with consideration of
an assessment of the military and political situation in the former Yugoslavia and
proposals for measures to revive the peace process, which is in the interests of the
entire Serbian nation, and so the agenda items previously proposed were left for the
next session of the Council.
Assessing the current military and political situation as very delicate for the
Serbs in the former Yugoslavia, particularly in the wake of the Republic of Serbian
Krajina leadership debacle, the Croatian aggression and the greatest exodus of Serbs
in recent times, President MILO[EVI] posed the question: How to fight for an
honourable peace and prevent the same fate befalling Republika Srpska. Directly
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linked to this, he also raised the question of who can represent the Serbs from
Republika Srpska at the forthcoming international peace conference in Geneva. The
President of Serbia warned that the representatives of the international community do
not want Radovan KARAD@I], the current President of Republika Srpska, as a
negotiator because the leadership in Pale has to date rejected several peace initiatives
and plans offered in the last two years, proving themselves to be extremely
uncooperative. He therefore turned to General MLADI] to ask for his opinion.
Commander of the VRS /Army of Republika Srpska/ Main Staff Colonel
General Ratko MLADI] said that at this fateful time for the Serbs, the strategic
question was whether to survive or disappear as a /?Serbian/-Montenegrin entity. He
pointed to the attempts of our enemies to divide the Serbs in the former BH into
KARAD@I]’s men and MLADI]’s men, which, if not stopped, could lead to further
divisions into those for MILO[EVI] and those for BULATOVI], and so on.
MLADI] wished in particular to emphasise that he has no active political
ambitions, that he wishes to serve the people to whom, as a soldier, he belongs and
that first and foremost he belongs to his profession, to the army and the people, and he
should be perceived solely in this light.
In his rather emotional speech, MLADI] pointed out two main dangers. The
first is that the Serbs west of the Drina be divided into supporters of certain figures,
which would lead to a disastrous fratricidal war, and the second the readiness of
certain leaders to do anything to preserve their positions and conceal the
dishonourable things they have done to the detriment of their own people.
Furthermore, various cronies and flunkies are urging Radovan KARAD@I] to dismiss
General Ratko MLADI], whose path has clearly been hampered by instances of
negativity.
Repeatedly emphasising his position that division among the Serbs must not
be permitted on any grounds, General MLADI] proposed that the political leaderships
from Pale and Belgrade should meet as soon as possible and agree on the pan-Serbian
interests that should be represented before the international community.
President MILO[EVI] was sceptical of this idea, recalling on several
occasions the fickleness and disloyalty demonstrated by President KARAD@I] and
his ruling team.
Since General MLADI] was continued to insist on a gathering of Serbian
politicians, President MILO[EVI] reiterated his belief that KARAD@I] was not in
favour of peace but would rather fan the flames of war and draw Serbia and
Montenegro into a disastrous war against the whole world. To substantiate this with
specific facts, President MILO[EVI] read out a secret letter that Radovan KARAD@I]
had sent to him by special courier at 0200 hours on 23 August 1995. The letter,
consisting of two densely-typed pages, was full of contradictions but made clear the
intention to blame Serbia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia for any debacle
ensuing from the disastrous policies of the Republika Srpska leadership, conferring
“historical blame” on them if they do not engage themselves to defend the Serbian
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positions in BH, because the Army of Republika Srpska will be unable to maintain
such an extensive front against the joint Muslim and Croatian forces. Typical of this is
the suggestion that Yugoslav Army units be engaged on “quieter fronts” while the
Army of Republika Srpska launches a counter-offensive against the enemy.
Furthermore, the letter talks of the readiness for peace and an honourable, fifty-fifty
territorial demarcation, even though this was proposed about a year and a half ago and
was rejected in Pale. On the orders of President MILO[EVI], four copies were made
of the letter, under the supervision of the VSO /Supreme Defence Council/ secretary,
General [U[I], and the copies given to General MLADI], Presidents LILI] and
BULATOVI] and General PERI[I].
Having listened to the arguments tendered by President MILO[EVI], President
BULATOVI], President LILI] and General PERI[I], General Ratko MLADI]
persisted with his proposal. In his opinion, it is precisely because of the letter, which
demonstrates that Radovan KARAD@I] is not up to the task of representing the Serbs
from the left bank of the Drina, that a meeting of the political leaderships should be
organised to determine what happens from here. A representative should be chosen,
through the agreement of a majority, who would represent Serbian interests before the
world. This person must be obeyed without question. At stake is the fate of the
Serbian people.
General MLADI] then warned of the danger caused by bickering in the media
between the Serbian political and military leaderships.
The soldiers were shocked by what happened to the army and people of the
RSK /Republic of Serbian Krajina/.
He did not agree with the proposal to send members of the SVK /Serbian
Army of Krajina/ to Eastern Slavonia because, if they did not want to defend their
ancestral lands in Knin and elsewhere, they will not do so there either. Their
appearance would have a detrimental effect on the soldiers of the 11th Corps.
President MILO[EVI] pointed out to General MLADI] and the other
participants of the Supreme Defence Council session the strange coincidence between
the timing of Croatia’s attack on the RSK, the dismissal of MLADI] from his post as
commander of the Main Staff and his appointment as special adviser to Supreme
Commander KARAD@I]. The dismissal decision is dated 2 August, the appointment
as adviser 4 August, and MLADI] was informed of this on 5 August. It is obvious that
the intention was to shock the public in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia with the
fall of Knin, the wave of refugees and the confusion in Republika Srpska and rouse it
to defend the endangered Serbian cause, thereby dragging Yugoslavia into the war,
with consequences that would be clear from the outset, based on the Iraq formula.
General MLADI] informed those present of his assessment of the military and
political situation in RS /Republika Srpska/ and the RSK at a joint session of the
Supreme Defence Council of both republics. The session was scheduled at short
notice. Present were: KARAD@I], PLAV[I], KRAJI[NIK, NOVAK, KOZI], PEJI]
(from RS), and MARTI], BABI], MRK[I] and others (from the RSK). President
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KARAD@I] suggested reorganising the army leadership. General Mile MRK[I] was
foreseen as chief of a Joint General Staff. Generals TOMANI], MRK[I] and
MILOVANOVI] were supposed to present reports at the meeting.
General MLADI] said he made a long speech at that session in which he
warned the leadership that it should undertake serious preparations for defence against
the impending Croatian aggression. He also told them of the timing of the Croatian
Army’s attack on the RSK, which he had discovered through his sources. He also
warned that the war with the Croats was not over, which infuriated President
KARAD@I] who had publicly claimed the contrary for some time. Indicating the
main problems, General MLADI] warned of the following:
-

a lack of ammunition, particularly for high-calibre artillery weapons;

-

the detrimental effect of the conduct of advisers and prompters on army
morale;

-

insufficient work to gain support from Orthodox countries, particularly
Russia, Serbia, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and others.

At the joint session of the two leaderships of the Serbian lands west of the
Drina, General MLADI] proposed the following:
-

Reinforcement of units on contact lines with the enemy forces;

-

Liberation of the RSK road towards Knin and breaking out to the 1992
Vrbica – Derala line;

-

Taking care of the refugee population by accommodating them in
abandoned villages;

-

Engaging all manpower and material resources;

-

Providing sufficient finances to procure ammunition and weapons.

These assessments and proposed measures were not accepted at the session.
Having read out verbatim his speech from the /illegible/ of 4 August 1995,
General MLADI] concluded with a renewed proposal to convene a meeting of all
Serbian politicians and decide who will represent the /illegible/ before the world.
President MILO[EVI] reminded General MLADI] that the Americans simply
will not talk to Radovan KARAD@I] but will talk to Slobodan MILO[EVI] and
someone from Republika Srpska who has /?come out in favour/ of a peace plan. He
said that the Americans were in a big hurry. They want an end to the conflict in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and a quick peace, or the problem will /illegible/ in which we
will lose everything. There will only be a conference if the international negotiators
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are certain that the Serbs want peace. The Americans are not hurrying /illegible/
because of us, but rather for domestic reasons. The election campaign gets underway
there soon. They want something concrete as a trump card. We have to understand
this and make clever use of it. He therefore proposed that someone who wanted peace
and would accept and adhere to whatever was negotiated should come to represent
RS. President MILO[EVI] said that Alija IZETBEGOVI] would also negotiate with
him.
Chief of the Yugoslav Army General Staff Colonel General Mom~ilo
PERI[I] argued that authorities should be found who will represent the Serbs from
Republika Srpska. People from the current government should be involved so as to
avoid the danger that whatever is agreed is then not implemented. Account must also
be taken of any possible divisions and conflicts among the Serbs, which could also be
transferred to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
President BULATOVI] supported the position of President MILO[EVI] and
warned that the international representatives are no longer prepared to tolerate any
more haggling. The peace plan will therefore be either accepted or rejected. It is clear
from the bitter experience of the Republic of Serbian Krajina, where a high price was
paid, what the latter option would mean.
Addressing General MLADI], President MILO[EVI] repeated the possible
options for stopping the war and resolving the crisis, reiterating that we should strive
and fight for peace. He therefore asked the general to make a public statement on
behalf of the VRS /Army of Republika Srpska/ Main Staff, consisting of one
sentence: “We accept peace!” Matters would take a turn for the better for all the
Serbs, and then guarantees could be extracted from the authorised representatives of
the international community for the Serbian population in territories from which the
Serbian army would withdraw. This would be supervised by UN or possibly even
NATO forces. The people would not have to leave their centuries-old homes.
General MLADI] was asked to state whether he would accept a solution
negotiated by President MILO[EVI] /illegible/ point, fought for a peace and preserved
Republika Srpska.
He did not wish to state his opinion, explaining his /illegible/ by the fact that
he is “only a soldier of the people” and “not an elected representative /illegible/ and
has no such powers.” He would leave this to the politicians.
The reasoned arguments of President LILI] and BULATOVI] were of no help
either.
General PERI[I] warned of the impending danger of Croatian aggression
against Prevlaka and Eastern Slavonia.
President MILO[EVI] replied that /illegible/ tension with Croatia, it would be
a good idea to put into action the /illegible/ plan of the RSK representatives.
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President BULATOVI] said that a meeting with the /?political/ and military
leadership of Republika Srpska would only make sense if /illegible/ to accept peace.
As far as he is aware, KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK /illegible/ peace. Their personal
interests are more pressing than peace and the fate of millions of Serbs.
“Peace must be accepted, regardless of the cost to our political careers,” said
President BULATOVI] and added that “a fear of internecine fighting must not deflect
us from a strategic national goal such as peace. This danger will subside by accepting
the peace plan.”
General MLADI] again requested the floor, saying that he did not wish to
contribute in any way to a split in the Serbian people.
In reply to this, President MILO[EVI] suggested that in the interests of the
Serbian people, by whom he swears, he should sign a statement confirming that he is
in favour of peace as the general good and the way to save the Serbs from total
destruction and to give guarantees to the negotiating team that everything agreed will
be accepted and implemented. The text of the proposed public statement of General
MLADI], commander of the Army of Republika Srpska Main Staff, reads as follows:
“I believe I am acting in the best interests of the Serbian people and hereby
state that on behalf of the Army of Republika Srpska Main Staff I will accept the
peace plan reached by President MILO[EVI] in Geneva.”
General MLADI] refused to sign /illegible/ this to a meeting for politicians.
He was reminded that due to the extreme /illegible/ /?leadership/ of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia risks breaking all /illegible/ RS and that Yugoslavia
could give up everything /illegible/ its security and defence.
Joining in the discussion, General /illegible/ that it is easier to protect the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’s borders if Republika Srpska exists. Asked if he
could guarantee that General MLADI] would sign /illegible/ during the meeting of
Serbian politicians and military leaders, /illegible/ he said that if they refused to
accept the peace /?plan/ /illegible/ he would cease all cooperation with them.
MLADI] did not take a firm position on this.
President Zoran LILI] of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia /illegible/
President MILO[EVI] to make one more compromise /illegible/ meeting with the
political and military leadership of Republika Srpska. The others present at the
Supreme Defence Council session supported this proposal, so President MILO[EVI]
accepted it.
It was concluded that representatives of the /?RSK/ should be summoned to
explain the causes of their defeat by the Croatian formations which /illegible/ area.
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Finally, the Supreme Defence Council decided to organise a meeting with the
following representatives of RS: KARAD@I], KRAJI[NIK, PLAV[I], K/?/I], KOZI],
General Ratko MLADI] and another three generals. The following would be present
for the Yugoslav side: Zoran LILI], Slobodan MILO[EVI], Momir BULATOVI],
Radoje KONTI], Pavle BULATOVI], Milan MILUTINOVI] and General Mom~ilo
PERI[I]. Patriarch Pavle shall also be invited.
The time and location of the meeting will be agreed as soon as possible.

NOTE COMPILED BY:
Council Secretary
Major General
/signed/
Dr Slavoljub [U[I]
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Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
Supreme Defence Council
DT /state secret/ No. 13-1
30 August 1995
Belgrade

DEFENCE
STATE SECRET

MINUTES
from the FORTY THIRD session of the Supreme Defence Council
held on 29 August 1995

The session was chaired by President of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia Zoran LILI], and in addition to members of the Supreme Defence Council,
President of Serbia Slobodan MILO[EVI] and President of Montenegro Momir
BULATOVI], the session was also attended by Federal Prime Minister Dr Radoje
KONTI], Federal Minister of Defence Pavle BULATOVI], Chief of the General Staff of
the Yugoslav Army Colonel General Mom~ilo PERI[I] and Major General Dr Slavoljub
[U[I], secretary of the Supreme Defence Council.
Agenda:
1. Status of officers, non-commissioned officers and civilians in the 40th
Personnel Centre.

*
*

*

The Supreme Defence Council did not discuss the minutes from the
previous session.
Item 1.
1. In view of the fact that the territory of the Republic of Serbian Krajina
was abandoned pursuant to a decision of the RSK /Republic of Serbian Krajina/
leadership, due to which the defence of the RSK ceased to exist, the Supreme Defence
Council concludes that there is no more basis for providing assistance to the RSK armed
forces, which are neither located, nor in existence in that territory, and which hitherto
have been financed through the 40th Personnel Centre, except for the units of the 11th
Corps in Sector East.
2. Disciplinary or criminal proceedings shall be initiated against
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professional members of the 40th Personnel Centre for whom there are grounds to believe
that they have committed a violation of discipline or a criminal offence.
3. All officers of the 40th Personnel Centre shall write statements on events
in the area of responsibility of their unit during the Croatian aggression against the
Republic of Serbian Krajina.
The statements are to be delivered to the Office of the Chief of the VJ
/Yugoslav Army/ General Staff no later than 15 September 1995.
The commander of the 40th KC /Personnel Centre/ is hereby instructed to
send a detailed written report to the chief of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army on
causes of the fall of the western parts of the RSK .
4. Officers and non-commissioned officers who are found to have acted in
a professional and dignified manner and bear no responsibility for the events in the RSK
which unfolded between 4 and 14 August 1995, may selectively be assigned to
appropriate units and institutions of the Yugoslav Army, or to the 30th Personnel Centre.
5. The current status of professional Army servicemen in Sector East shall
not be changed and the filling of vacant posts shall be conducted as it has been done up to
now – on a voluntary basis.
6. Civilians working in the 40th Personnel Centre shall be reassigned to the
11th Corps and Pri{tina Corps; those who decline to accept a new assignment, shall have
their employment terminated.
Presidents LILI], MILO[EVI] and BULATOVI], Prime Minister KONTI],
Minister BULATOVI] and General PERI[I] took part in the discussion.

*
*

*

Shorthand notes were not kept.
SECRETARY

PRESIDENT

Major General Dr Slavoljub [U[I] / signed/

Zoran LILI] /signed/
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Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
Supreme Defence Council
SP /strictly confidential/ No. 15-5
6 December /as printed/ 1995
Belgrade

DEFENCE
OFFICIAL SECRET
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

MINUTES
from the FORTY FIFTH session of the Supreme Defence Council
held on 5 October 1995

The session was chaired by President of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia Zoran LILI], and in addition to members of the Supreme Defence Council,
President of Serbia Slobodan MILO[EVI] and President of Montenegro Momir
BULATOVI], the session was also attended by Deputy Federal Prime-Minister and
Minister of Finance Jovan ZEBI], Federal Minister of Defence Pavle BULATOVI], Chief
of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army Colonel General Mom~ilo PERI[I] and
Major General Dr Slavoljub [U[I], secretary of the Supreme Defence Council.
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.

Adoption of the minutes from the 44th session.

Current issues in the military industry;
Funding of the Yugoslav Army;
Current issues.

*
*

*

The session was called to order by President of the FR Yugoslavia and the
Supreme Defence Council Zoran LILI].
President of the Republic of Serbia Slobodan MILO[EVI] informed the
members of the Supreme Defence Council on talks with the U.S. Undersecretary
Holbrook and a truce agreement which was to enter into force on 10 October 1995.
Item 1.
The Supreme Defence Council did not debate the material on current
issues in the military industry, but rather directed the federal defence minister to prepare
a proposal for distribution of the military industry capacities for manufacturing for the
needs of the Yugoslav Army.
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Item 2.
Chief of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army Colonel General
Mom~ilo PERI[I] informed the members of the Council of pressing problems with the
current financing of the Army of Yugoslavia.
The Supreme Defence Council concluded that the Federal Government is to
provide funding for the Yugoslav Army by speeding up the inflow of funds into the
military budget before the end of 1995.
Item 3.
Within the discussion of current issues, the Supreme Defence Council
decided to: pass an enactment on termination of professional military service as of 31
December 1994 for the following generals from the 40th Personnel Centre – Lieutenant
Generals Mile (son of Dragan) MRK[I] and Mile (son of Jovo) NOVAKOVI], Major
Generals Milan (son of Pero) ^ELEKETI] and Mirko (son of Bo`idar) BJELANOVI]
who had, in accordance with the Law on the Yugoslav Army, Article 107, par. 2, returned
to the Yugoslav Army after the fall of the RSK /Republic of Serbian Krajina/.
Prior to passing the enactment, the chief of the General Staff is tasked with
conducting an interview with the above-mentioned persons in order to inform them of the
decision of the Supreme Defence Council and of their duty to place themselves at the
disposal of the 30th Personnel Centre following the termination of their professional
military service in the Yugoslav Army.
It is hereby prohibited to all persons mentioned in paragraph 1 of this
decision to accept any further engagements or stay in the units of the Yugoslav Army on
any grounds.
The Chief of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army shall regulate in the
same manner the status of officers under his authority.
Decisions reached at the 44th session of the Supreme Defence Council on
12 September 1995 are to be complied with when passing enactments on termination of
service of professional servicemen under the authority of the president of the FR
Yugoslavia and the chief of the VJ /Yugoslav Army/ General Staff.
The Supreme Defence Council has tasked the Chief of the VJ General
Staff to conduct an interview with Lieutenant General Savo PUSTINJA on termination of
his professional military service in view of the fact that he had not accepted a position
offered to him in the Air Force and Anti Aircraft Defence Command. Should the said
individual refuse to accept termination of professional military service, he is to be placed
at the disposal of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army in accordance with the
proposal of the Chief of the General Staff of the Yugoslav Army.
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The Federal Ministry of Defence is hereby tasked with preparing an
amendment to the Law on the Yugoslav Army, namely:
to delete Article 355 of the Law on the Yugoslav Army so
that termination of professional military service pursuant to Article 107, par. 2 and
Article 147 becomes the basis for final termination of professional service of VJ
professional servicemen;
to propose a new Article 107a to follow Article 107,
specifying that professional military service of professional VJ servicemen may be
terminated if the needs of the service and special interest of the VJ so require; the
decision to terminate professional military service would be taken by the president of the
FR Yugoslavia, on the proposal of the VJ Chief of General Staff.
to propose an amendment to the Law on Military Courts,
Article 74, par. 1, so that after the word “case” the phrase “imminent threat of war and”
is inserted;
to also propose an amendment to the Law on the Military
Prosecutor, in Article 36, par. 1, so that after the word “case” the phrase “imminent
threat of war and” is inserted.
The Federal Ministry of Defence is hereby instructed to initiate procedure
through the Federal Government to rush adoption of the amendments of the abovementioned laws.

*
*

*

No shorthand notes were taken of the session.

SECRETARY

PRESIDENT

Major General Dr Slavoljub [U[I] / signed/

Zoran LILI] /signed/
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REPUBLIC OF SERB KRAJINA
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Belgrade, 11 August 1995
No. 236/95

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE OF THE
Republic of Serb Krajina
Colonel Patrick Barriot
Paris
The rapid collapse of the Army of the Serb Krajina on the 4th and 5th of August did not
ensue as a result of Croatia’s victory, but rather was a consequence of the decision to
withdraw with the population, under unclarified circumstances. No one has assumed
responsibility for such an order. There are various statements by combatants who have arrived
to Belgrade. On the basis of these statements, it is possible to conclude that the Serb
battlefield near Knin was in a difficult position whereas in all others, the Serbs were holding
the initiative. After the fall of Knin the withdrawal of forces commenced. Some people stated
that foreign intelligence services were involved which, possibly, may have found a way to
deliver such an order to the Serb commanders, simulating that the order came from the
Command of the Serb Army.
The bodies of the UNPROFOR, the Co-Chairman and the French authorities (military
authorities) probably have some information on the reasons of our army’s unexpected
withdrawal with the population. I hope you will be able to find friends in New York and
Bruxelles who can find out something about it. Also collect information from the newspapers
because analyses will follow.
Otherwise, there is no undoing what has been done. My suggestion to you is to place
some articles in the media from French newspapers from 1914 to 1919 when France
celebrated Serbia, the Serb people and the Serb Army. This could aid us in expediting the
process of exposing the present anti-Serb propaganda.

ADVISOR TO THE PRESIDENT
Slobodan Jarevi
.......................................................................................................................
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/handwritten:/ 212
GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARMY OF YUGOSLAVIA
Sector for Operations and Staff Affairs
II Administration
Strictly confidential number 197
5 August 1995

MILITARY SECRET
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

/stamped/

INTELLIGENCE REPORT

The aggression of the HV /Croatian Army/ against the RSK /Republic of Serbian
Krajina/ continued on all axes with a focus on the Lika – Dalmatia part of the front
line. In the course of the day, the HV succeeded in capturing Knin and cutting off
Gra~ac. The population of Knin evacuated in a relatively orderly way, and the GS
/Main Staff/ of the SVK /Army of the Serbian Krajina/ moved its KM /Command
Post/ to the Srb sector.
In other parts of the theatre, they have had limited success, such as: a) links between
Drni{ – Knin, Obrovac – Knin, Gospi} – Ljubovo and Dubica – Kostajnica were cut;
b) on the Zadar – Benkovac axis, the HV broke through the defences of the SVK and
is threatening the town; c) on the Oto~ac – Vrhovine axis, the attack was extended
without much success; d) on the Brinje – Li~ko Petrovo Selo axis, the HV is trying to
link up with the forces of the 5th Corps of the MV /Muslim Army/; and e) on the
Ogulin – Slunj axis, the HV is attempting to break through the defences of the SVK
and extend the operation towards Tr`a~ka Ra{tela.
In a further troop reinforcement, the HV brought fresh troops and 20 tanks to the
Karlovac sector, but for now they have not carried out any significant operations,
which can be expected, especially towards Vojni} and further on towards Velika
Kladu{a.
In Sector East, at 0500 hours, artillery attacks were launched by units of the 3rd ZP
/Military District/ Osijek against civilian features in the following sectors: Pa~etin,
Karad`i}evo, Mirkovci, Tenjski Antunovac and Petrovci, without introducing infantry
into the attack. The forces of the 3rd ZP Osijek were reinforced with one brigade
(127th Brigade from Virovitica).
The HV will continue the aggression, attempt to carve up the territory of the RSK and
begin destroying the SVK in parts. Judging by the extent of the success in Sectors
South and North, they will most likely transfer operations to the zone of responsibility
of the 3rd ZP Osijek.
In the course of the aggression of the HV against the RSK, the Muslim forces in the
former Bosnia and Herzegovina mostly carried out provocative operations along the
entire front line, except in the Biha} pocket, where the units of the 5th MK /Muslim
Corps/ managed to break through the blockade of Biha} and capture Li~ko Petrovo
Selo and parts of Plje{evica (relay hub).

OTP152682/amp
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On the Sarajevo part of the front line, the intensity of the operations by the 1st MK has
been significantly reduced and they now amount to raids towards Trnovo and the
Semizovac – Ni{i}i road.
The units of the 2nd and 3rd MKs continued reconnaissance activities and diversionary
tactics along the entire line of the Ozren, Tesli}, Doboj and Trebava parts of the front
line and towards Posavina.
The Muslim military authorities are rapidly establishing new units, which they are
bringing up to strength with newly mobilised personnel and soldiers from the former
28th Division (Srebrenica).
The joint forces of the HV and HVO /Croatian Defence Council/ on the Grahovo axis
are fortifying the lines arrived at and vigorously targeting Drvar with their artillery,
while on the Glamo~ axis they launched an unsuccessful attack towards Mlini{te.
In Operation Deny Flight 16 sorties of fighter planes were recorded, and in Operation
Protect Safe Areas 10 sorties of NATO LBA /fighter-bomber aircraft/.
No changes in relation to the last type of engagement and location were recorded with
the PS /naval forces/ of NATO, the EU and the US Sixth fleet in the Adriatic.
No changes that would indicate a direct threat to the FRY /Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia/ were recorded in the activities of the OS /Armed Forces/ of the
neighbouring states.
To the: OC GS VJ /Operations Centre of the
General Staff of the Army of Yugoslavia/

OTP152682/amp
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DUTY OPERATIONS
Colonel
Milan DREKI]
/signed and stamped/
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Viewing cable 95ZAGREB3045, UPDATE NO. 21: GLINA BECOMES A GHOST TOWN
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¶1. (U) ON AUGUST 9 AMBASSADOR GALBRAITH MADE HIS SECOND
VISIT TO "SECTOR NORTH" SINCE THE CROATIAN MILITARY
ACTION. ONE OF HIS STOPS WAS GLINA, WHERE HE WAS ABLE TO
OBSERVE THE DESTRUCTION THAT HAD OCCURRED DURING RECENT
FIGHTING, SPEAK TO A FEW CROATIAN RESIDENTS OF THE TOWN,
AND DISCUSS THE FUTURE WITH CROATIAN AUTHORITIES.
END SUMMARY.
----------------------OLD DESTRUCTION AND NEW
----------------------¶2. (U) THE AMBASSADOR AND A NUMBER OF EMBASSY PERSONNEL
TRAVELLED TO THE TOWN OF GLINA IN SECTOR NORTH ON AUGUST
¶9. ON THE WAY, AFTER CROSSING WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN
THE CONFRONTATION LINE, THE EMBASSY VEHICLES PASSED
THROUGH A SURREAL LANDSCAPE OF DEVASTATED HOUSES AND
SHATTERED STOREFRONTS THAT LOOKED STRAIGHT OUT OF THE SET
OF THE OLD "COMBAT" TELEVISION SERIES. EVERY FEW MILES,
GROUPS OF SOLDIERS COULD BE SEEN LOUNGING INSIDE BOMBED
OUT BUILDINGS, SHELTERING THEMSELVES FROM THE RAIN.
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¶3. (U) JUDGING FROM THE GROWTH OF VEGETATION, MOST OF THE
DESTRUCTION ALONG THE ROAD HAD TAKEN PLACE DURING THE '91
WAR. IN GLINA, HOWEVER, FRESH SCARS FROM MORTAR SHELLS
AND MACHINE GUN FIRE COULD BE SEEN ON MANY BUILDINGS.
MOST STRUCTURES WERE INTACT, HOWEVER, AND THERE WERE NO
SIGNS OF THE FIRE BOMBING THAT HAD BEEN SO PREVALENT ON
BOTH SIDES DURING THE CONFLICT OF FOUR YEARS AGO.
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¶4. (U) THE SHOW WINDOWS OF MOST STOREFRONTS HAD BEEN
SHATTERED AND MUCH OF THE MERCHANDISE (THOUGH BY NO MEANS
ALL) HAD BEEN LOOTED. WHETHER THIS HAD OCCURRED AS THE
RESIDENTS WERE DEPARTING AND GRABBING WHAT THEY COULD, OR
WHEN THE CROATIAN FORCES FIRST ARRIVED, WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO
TELL. THERE WAS CLEARLY NO LOOTING GOING ON WHILE WE WERE
THERE AND THE CROATIAN MILITARY AND POLICE APPEARED
DISCIPLINED AND WELL-ORGANIZED.
¶5. (U) AT THE TELEPHONE EXCHANGE/POST OFFICE, A FEW
PEOPLE HAD BEGUN SWEEPING UP THE SHATTERED GLASS WHICH
COVERED THE FLOOR. WATER DRIPPED IN THROUGH A GAPING
SHELL HOLE IN THE ROOF. REPAIRMEN FROM THE CROATIAN
TELEPHONE COMPANY SAID THE LOCAL PHONE SYSTEM WOULD BE UP
AND RUNNING THE FOLLOWING DAY AND THE TOWN SHOULD BE
HOOKED UP TO THE NATIONAL GRID SHORTLY THEREAFTER. DURING
THE PREVIOUS FOUR YEARS, ALL "RSK" COMMUNICATION LINES HAD
RUN THROUGH BELGRADE.
---------------------------------FIRST THE CROATS AND NOW THE SERBS
----------------------------------
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¶6. (U) THE TOWN HAD AN EERIE FEEL ABOUT IT, AS ITS
INHABITANTS HAD APPARENTLY GOTTEN UP AND LEFT IN THE
MIDDLE OF WHATEVER THEY WERE DOING. CLOTHES WERE STILL
HUNG ON THE LINE TO DRY. ICECREAM WAS MELTING IN
FREEZERS. FRESH MEAT COULD BE SEEN SPOILING IN THE
BUTCHER SHOPS. (NOTE: ELECTRIC COMPANY OFFICIALS SAID
POWER WOULD BE RESTORED IN A COUPLE OF DAYS). IN A TV
CONFIDENTIAL
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REPAIR SHOP A SET WAS DISMANTLED ON THE WORKBENCH. OTHER
SETS LINED THE WALLS. A SMALL DOG WAS COWERING UNDER A
CHAIR, VAINLY AWAITING THE RETURN OF HIS MASTER.
¶7. (U) SOLDIERS ACCOUNTED FOR 90 PERCENT OF THE PEOPLE TO
BE SEEN ON THE STREETS. THE TOWN'S POPULATION WAS 6,933
IN THE 1991 CENSUS. VIRTUALLY ALL OF GLINA'S CROATS,
(ABOUT A THIRD OF THE POPULATION), WERE ETHNICALLY
CLEANSED DURING THE '91 WAR. NOW ITS SERBIAN RESIDENTS
HAD FLED AS WELL, PANICKED BY THE ADVANCE OF CROATIAN
TROOPS, LEAVING THE BULK OF THEIR POSSESSIONS BEHIND.
¶8. (U) THE AMBASSADOR ENCOUNTERED NO SERBS IN GLINA, BUT
AMONG THE FEW CIVILIANS WANDERING ABOUT WERE A PAIR OF
CROATIAN WOMEN. THEY HAD SOMEHOW MANAGED TO STAY ON AFTER
THEIR FELLOW CROATS HAD BEEN FORCED TO LEAVE FOUR YEARS
AGO. THE ONE WITH WHOM THE AMBASSADOR SPOKE WAS A MIDWIFE
WHOSE SKILLS WERE PERHAPS NEEDED. SHE HAD NO COMPLAINTS
REGARDING HER TREATMENT BY THE SERBS. SHE SAID THAT SHE
ALWAYS KNEW THAT THE CROATIAN GOVERNMENT WOULD EVENTUALLY
RETURN TO THE REGION.
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-----------------------------A PRIEST RETURNS TO HIS PARISH
-----------------------------¶9. (U) WE HAD A CHANCE ENCOUNTER WITH THE LOCAL CATHOLIC
PRIEST, RETURNED TO HIS PARISH FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE
BEING FORCED TO LEAVE ON JULY 14, 1991. AS HE WANDERED
THROUGH THE ROOMS OF HIS FORMER RECTORY, HE POINTED OUT
ITEMS THAT HAD APPEARED SINCE HE HAD LEFT; A POSTER OF THE
BELGRADE "RED STAR" SOCCER TEAM, A PICTURE OF SERBIAN
LEADER SLOBODAN MILOSEVIC.
¶10. (U) A FAMILY HAD CLEARLY BEEN LIVING IN THE HOUSE UP
TO A FEW DAYS BEFORE. THE GARDEN WAS PLANTED WITH
VEGETABLES. CHILDREN'S TOYS LAY SCATTERED ON THE FLOOR.
A HALF EATEN BOX OF COOKIES WAS ON THE KITCHEN COUNTER.
THE FACT THAT THE PLACE HAD BEEN INHABITED PROBABLY
EXPLAINS WHY IT HAD BEEN SPARED THE FATE OF MOST CROATOWNED BUILDINGS.
¶11. (U) THE CATHOLIC CHURCH ACROSS THE PARK HAD NOT BEEN
SO LUCKY. IN WHAT AT FIRST GLANCE APPEARED TO BE AN EMPTY
LOT, THE OUTLINES OF THE CHURCH'S FOUNDATION COULD JUST
BARELY BE MADE OUT. EXCEPT FOR THE TWISTED REMAINS OF A
WROUGHT IRON GATE, NOTHING ELSE REMAINED, INCLUDING AN
ALTAR WHICH HAD BEEN SALVAGED FROM THE ZAGREB CATHEDRAL
AFTER AN EARTHQUAKE IN THE LAST CENTURY. THE PARISH
PRIEST SAID HE HAD PREVIOUSLY MINISTERED TO A CONGREGATION
OF 2.500 PEOPLE.
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¶12. (U) A LITTLE FARTHER DOWN THE STREET, AT THE ORTHODOX
CHURCH A SHELL HAD LANDED NEARBY AND BLASTED A HOLE
THROUGH THE WALL SHATTERING SOME OF THE WINDOWS. HOWEVER,
THE ALTAR AND ICONOSTASIS REMAINED UNDAMAGED. THERE WERE
NO SIGNS OF VANDALISM. A CROATIAN POLICEMAN WAS STATIONED
OUT FRONT TO PREVENT LOOTING.
--------------------------------------------- --"WE WILL NOT TREAT THEM AS THEY HAVE TREATED US"
--------------------------------------------- --¶13. (U) WE SPOKE TO A COUPLE OF SOLDIERS ORIGINALLY FROM
THE GLINA AREA. THEY SAID A MAJORITY OF THE SOLDIERS WE
SAW WERE FROM THE AREA AND THEY EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO
REMAIN NOW THAT THE TOWN HAD BEEN RETAKEN. THE HOUSE OF
ONE HAD BEEN DESTROYED. THE HOUSE OF THE OTHER WAS STILL
INTACT BECAUSE, HE SAID, A SERBIAN FAMILY HAD BEEN LIVING
THERE.
¶14. (U) IN TALKING TO US THEY EMPHASIZED THAT SERB
PROPERTY WOULD NOT BE DESTROYED AND SERBS WHO HAD NOT BEEN
GUILTY OF WAR CRIMES OR ETHNIC CLEANSING WERE WELCOME TO
RETURN. "WE ARE A CIVILIZED, WESTERN SOCIETY," THEY
INSISTED. "WE WILL NOT TREAT THEM AS THEY HAVE TREATED
US."
------COMMENT
------CONFIDENTIAL
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¶15. (C) THE WAY THE POLICEMEN SPOKE GAVE THE IMPRESSION
THAT THEY HAD TAKEN SOME PAINS TO LEARN THE "PARTY LINE."
CLEARLY THAT WAS NOT THE CASE IN SISAK WHERE, REPORTEDLY,
THE PEOPLE HURLED BRICKS AND INSULTS AT DEPARTING SERBS
AND THE POLICE STOOD BY AND DID NOTHING TO PREVENT IT.
(NOTE: THE AMBASSADOR IS TRAVELLING TO SISAK AUGUST 10 TO
OBSERVE, AND IF POSSIBLE PREVENT, FURTHER SUCH INCIDENTS.)
¶16. (C) IT WAS PREDICTED THAT MOST SERBS WOULD FLEE THE
KRAJINA IF CROATIA TOOK MILITARY ACTION. FROM WHAT WE
HAVE HEARD AND OBSERVED IN PLACES LIKE PETRINJA, KNIN, AND
GLINA, THERE APPEARS TO BE LITTLE EVIDENCE OF ATROCITIES
OR PEOPLE BEING FORCED OUT OF THEIR HOMES BY CROATIAN
FORCES. MORE TYPICALLY THEY FLED BEFORE THE ARRIVAL OF
CROATIAN TROOPS OR WERE ORDERED TO LEAVE BY "RSK"
AUTHORITIES.
¶17. (C) HOWEVER, THE FOCUS WILL NOW TURN TO WHETHER THE
CROATIAN GOVERNMENT CREATES THE CONDITIONS THAT WILL
ENCOURAGE THESE PEOPLE TO RETURN TO THEIR ANCESTRAL HOMES.
HUMANE TREATMENT OF SERBS WHO REMAINED BEHIND, CARE AND
PROTECTION OF SERB PROPERTY, AND ALLOWING FOR A
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SUBSTANTIAL DEGREE OF POLITICAL AND CULTURAL AUTONOMY IN
SERB MAJORITY AREAS WILL BE CRITICAL IN THIS REGARD.
UNFORTUNATELY, THE EXAMPLE OF FORMER SECTOR WEST AND THE
INCIDENT IN SISAK ARE NOT LIKELY TO ENCOURAGE MANY OF
THOSE WHO HAVE LEFT TO RETURN.
GALBRAITH
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Comments by LTG(Ret) Wilson A. Shoffner on The
Report by Major General Robert H. Scales on Croatian Army (“HV”)
Use of Artillery and Rockets on Targets Based in Knin, Croatia August 4-5, 1995.

1.

Author of this Report: As introduction, I am a retired U.S. Army Lieutenant General who
spent 32 years on active duty as a combat arms officer. My final post was Commander of
U. S. Army’s Combined Arms Command and Commandant of the Command and General
Staff College. My basic branch was Field Artillery and I served with Field Artillery units in
combat during the Vietnam War. I have comprehensive education, training and practice
with artillery cannons, rockets and missiles, extensive experience in Operations Research
and Systems Analysis and am very familiar with the application of statistical theory to practical battlefield problems. My relevant experience:
 Entered the Army as a Second Lieutenant of Field Artillery after graduating from Oklahoma State University with a degree in Mechanical Engineering.
 Graduate of the Army’s course of instruction on Guided Missile Systems Theory.
 Project officer for test and evaluation of Rockets and Missiles with the Artillery Board
which required frequent application of statistical processes and analysis.
 Instructor on Rockets and Missiles in the Field Artillery School.
 Operations officer and executive officer of a direct support cannon battalion during combat operations in Vietnam.
 Repeated combat development assignments in the Army with frequent requirements for
application and supervision of Operations Research and Systems Analysis.
 As a senior Colonel, responsible for oversight and direction of all Operations Research
and Systems Analysis within the Army’s Training and Doctrine Command.
 As a Major General, responsible for review and approval of all requirements for new materiel for the Army and the supporting test, evaluation and analysis associated with those
systems.
 As Commanding General of the 3rd Infantry Division and Assistant Division Commander
of the 1st Cavalry Division, directly responsible for training and operations of combined
arms units and the practice of employment of artillery integrated with maneuver systems.
 As Commanding General of the Combined Arms Command, responsible for global oversight and direction of the Army’s war games, as well as analytic and training simulations
which include detailed modeling of the integration of artillery fires and combat maneuver
systems.
Throughout my time in the Army, the principle threat was the Armies of the Warsaw Pact
and it was my avocation, if not passion, to be an expert on the Soviet Army, their weapons
systems, their command and control process, their procedures for the design of campaign
plans and their theory and practice for the application of fire and maneuver known as the
Correlation of Forces and Means.
Given the experience above, I am therefore qualified to address the paper written by Major
General (Ret) Robert H. Scales from the perspective of theory and practice of both the US
and Russian artillerists.

2. Findings: After carefully reviewing the report, subject as above, by Major General (Ret) Robert
H. Scales, I agree without exception with his observations and conclusions regarding the em1
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ployment of artillery fires by Croatian forces in the battle at Knin on 4 and 5 August 1995 during
“Operation Storm”. Given that these targets were militarily important and the artillery and rocket weapon systems available to the commander, the number of rounds fired over the two days is
not considered excessive. My experience in similar circumstances in combat would often have
exceeded the 900 rounds over the two day period by a factor of two. The conclusion by the court
that any artillery projectile or rocket impacting more than 200 meters from the aimpoint was intentionally aimed at the populated area nearby is simply wrong. There is no scientific, mathematical or practical justification for such a conclusion. From the dispersion characteristics of the
weapons used and reasonably conservative assumptions regarding the weapons employment, as
much as half the rounds fired could be expected to be greater than 200 meters from the aimpoint.
Below is the basis for my disagreeing with the court’s conclusion.

a. Measures of Dispersion of Data. First I would like to describe two terms commonly used to
describe the probabilistic distribution of data. Statisticians have devised measures of "width"
of Gaussian curves by specifying a range of values of x which include a specified fraction of
the measurements. The Gaussian curves are used to describe a normal distribution which is
representative of the fall of shot about an artillery aimpoint. Two terms important to this
matter are listed here:
i. Standard Deviation ():

About 68% of values drawn from a normal distribution are within one standard deviation σ [Sigma] away from the mean  [for the purpose of these discussions, the
aimpoint is described as the mean ] ; about 95% of the values lie within two standard deviations; and about 99.7% are within three standard deviations. 6 Sigma
contains virtually all of the normal population: 99.9999998027%.
Sigma Value
1
2
3
4
5
6

% Population within Range
68.2689492137
95.4499736104
99.7300203937
99.9936657516
99.9999426697
99.9999998027
2
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ii.Probable Error (P.E.) (Definition) A range within one probable error on either side
of the mean will include 50% of the data values. This is 0.6745. In statistics, the
probable error of a quantity is a value describing the probability distribution of that
quantity. It defines the half-range of an interval about a central point for the distribution, such that half of the values from the distribution will lie within the interval
and half outside. The term Probable Error is commonly used by artillerists to describe the fall of shot about an aimpoint. This describes the probable error γ as being fixed a multiple of the standard deviation, σ, where the multiplying factor derives from the normal distribution. Specifically,
For the distribution
of artillery or rockets about their aimpoint, the pattern is typically elliptical and the
probable errors will be described in both range, parallel to the gun-target line, and
deflection, perpendicular to the gun-target line. This pattern of the fall of shot that
contains 50% of the rounds is referred to as the Circular Error Probable. Three CEP
will contain 95% of the distribution, from the table above 3 CEP is approximately
equal to 2 Standard Deviations (2.

b. Weapons Used.
i. The 122mm 40-tube multiple launch rocket system, the BM21, with a firing range of
up to 20 KM, was introduced into operational service with the Russian Army in 1963.
It is widely used throughout the world. Because of its high volume of fire and large
area coverage, it is well suited for use against troops in the open or for use in artillery
preparations. Because these weapons have a large circular area probable (CEP),], they
are not suited for attacks against point targets. My estimate for these firing conditions
is a CEP of 1.5% of R max = 300 meters. 2 standard deviations contain 95% of the
rounds and 2 standard deviations under these conditions  3 CEP = 900 meters.
ii. The 130-mm field gun, M-46, was first seen in public in May 1954. It is an indirect
fire weapon with high muzzle velocity that accounts for its long range (27,490 meters); it is also an antitank weapon with armor penetration capability. Accuracy is not
dependent on gun characteristics alone. Factors playing a role include variations in
projectile mass, muzzle velocity, the accuracy of laying the gun in azimuth and elevation, as well as the accuracy in determining the gun position and meteorological data
as well as barrel wear and history. For these firing conditions a reasonable estimate of
accuracy, CEP, for this weapon is 0.6% of Range. At 27.5 KM max range, for these
firing conditions, CEP = 165 meters; 3 CEP = 95% of all rounds = 495 meters.

c. Dispersion of Rounds Fired. More than 50% of the rockets can be expected to fall more
than 300 meters from the aim point and more than 50% of the artillery can be expected to fall
more than 165 meters from the aim point and that assumes everything else is perfect. 95% of
the rockets fired can be expected to fall within 900 meters of the aimpoint and the 95% of the
artillery projectiles would be within 495 meters of the aimpoint. Since the fires were unregis3
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tered with no correction for non standard conditions or for specific meteorological conditions, as described in the report by General Scales, these are very conservative estimates of
dispersion. A conclusion by the court that anything beyond 200 meters would have been intentionally aimed at population is not supported by the science of artillery and the characteristics of these weapons being fired. It is not an accurate statement and does not reflect reality.

3.

Conclusion. The 200 meter finding by the court is totally inconsistent with the science and
practice of artillery and rocket fire. It is neither consistent with established practices for the employment of indirect fire weapons, nor consistent with any rigorous, honest, realistic assessment. Nor does a 200 meter standard reflect the science of indirect fire weapons or the established practice by artillerists around the world for predicting the probable impact of indirect fired
weapons. It is not a valid conclusion. From a very careful review of Major General Scales report, and from the reported location of the artillery and rockets fired, there is nothing that would
lead me to conclude that these firings were not within accepted norms for dispersion and accuracy given the methods and weapons used. Nor is there anything that would lead me to conclude
there was any negligence on the part of commanders directing or executing the use of indirect
fires in Knin during this two day period. Moreover, should the standard of review adopted by
the Trial Chamber be allowed to stand as a legitimate interpretation of international law, it would
unfairly condemn commanders who have properly conducted military operations pursuant to accepted technical and tactical standards. War is inherently dangerous and an abhorrent matter, but
it is an acceptable use of force when executed pursuant to morally responsible standards and established technical and tactical norms. In the name of justice, I respectfully submit that this court
cannot allow this fallacious finding by the Trial Chamber to stand, as doing so would place at
risk many future commanders who are executing their responsibilities in a professionally competent and morally responsible manner to the threat of being brought before some international tribunal and unfairly charged with war crimes, as was General Gotovina here.

Wilson A. Shoffner
Lieutenant General, US Army (Retired)
Colleyville, Texas 76034
20 October 2011
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Operation Deny Flight
Operation Deny Flight was conducted from 12 April 1993 to 20 December 1995, when the
international Implementation Force assumed responsibilities for the implementation of the
military aspects of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia-Herzegovina. During nearly 1,000 days
this operation effectively prevented the warring parties from using belligerent air as a medium
for warfare and, through the application of air power, made a key contribution to the peace
process.
MISSION:
The mission of NATO Operation DENY FLIGHT was threefold:
1. To conduct aerial monitoring and enforce compliance with UN Security Council
Resolution (UNSCR) 816, which bans flights by fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft in
the airspace of Bosnia-Herzegovina, the "No-Fly Zone" (NFZ).
2. To provide close air support (CAS) to UN troops on the ground at the request of,
and controlled by, United Nations forces under the provisions of UNSCRs 836, 958
and 981.
3. To conduct, after request by and in coordination with the UN, approved air strikes
against designated targets threatening the security of the UN-declared safe areas.
ORGANIZATION:
The Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) delegated authority for the
implementation of Operation DENY FLIGHT to the Commander in Chief of Allied
Forces Southern Europe (CINCSOUTH), whose headquarters is in Naples, Italy. He
delegated control of the operation to the Commander, Allied Air Forces Southern
Europe, (COMAIRSOUTH), also headquartered in Naples. Operational control of
day-to-day mission tasking was delegated to the Commander, 5th Allied Tactical Air
Force, at Vicenza, Italy. Coordination between NATO and the UN was arranged
through an exchange of representatives between 5th ATAF and the United Nations
Headquarters in Zagreb and Sarajevo. These liaison officers ensured a continuous
exchange of information between NATO and UNPROFOR.
STATISTICS AS OF 20 DECEMBER 95:
Number of days since Operation DENY FLIGHT started = 983
"No-Fly" Zone fighter sorties flown over Bosnia-Herzegovina = 23,021
Close Air Support and Air Strike sorties over Bosnia-Herzegovina = 27,077
Sorties by SEAD, NAEW, tanker, reconnaissance and support aircraft = 29,158
Number of training missions flown = 21,164
Grand total = 100,420
HISTORY and SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
On 16 October 92, NATO forces began monitoring flights in the airspace of BosniaHerzegovina in NATO Operation SKY MONITOR. This was in response to UNSCR 781 which
requested member states to assist UNPROFOR to monitor the ban on military flights in that
airspace. Monitoring was carried out by NAEW aircraft which were already involved in the
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naval monitoring and subsequent embargo operations in the Adriatic. Coverage was
enhanced on 31 October 1992 when an additional NAEW orbit was established over Hungary
with the support of the Hungarian and Austrian governments. The UN assessed that more
than 500 flights violated the ban during the period 16 October 1992 to 12 April 1993.
On 31 March 93, UN SCR 816 extended the ban to cover all flights not authorized by
UNPROFOR and authorized member states to take all necessary measures, in event of
further violations, to ensure compliance with the ban. The NAC approved NATO's plans for
the enforcement of the ban on 8 April 1993 and notified the UN of their willingness to
undertake the operation. NATO Operation DENY FLIGHT began at noon GMT on Monday,
12 April 1993 with aircraft from France, the Netherlands and the United States. At a NATO
Foreign Ministers meeting on 10 June 1993, in response to UN Security Council Resolution
836, it was agreed NATO would provide protective air power in case of attacks against
UNPROFOR in Bosnia-Herzegovina. This led to the deployment of CAS aircraft to the
Southern Region. These forces have been providing cover for UNPROFOR since 22 July
1993.
NATO Operation DENY FLIGHT began at noon GMT on 12 April 93 with aircraft from
France, the Netherlands and United States.
On 2 August 93, the NAC decided to make immediate preparations for stronger measures,
including air strikes, against those responsible for the strangulation of Sarajevo and other
areas in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and for wide-scale interference with humanitarian assistance.
On 9 August 1993 the NAC approved the military planning for air strikes options and stood
ready to implement them.
On 9 February 94, the North Atlantic Council (NAC) decided that 10 days after 2400 GMT,
10 February 1994, heavy weapons not removed from a 20 kilometer exclusion zone around
Sarajevo or turned over to UN control would be subject to NATO air strikes. Such strikes
would have been conducted in close coordination with the UN Secretary General.
Furthermore, it authorized the Commander-in-Chief Allied Forces Southern Europe
(CINCSOUTH) to launch air strikes, at the request of the UN, against artillery or mortar
positions in or around Sarajevo (including outside the exclusion zone) which were determined
by the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) to be responsible for attacks against civilian
targets in that city. The efforts of NATO and the UN resulted in the withdrawal of heavy
weapons from Sarajevo or the placing of them under UN control.
On 28 February 94, four NATO fighters shot down four fixed-wing aircraft violating the UN
"No-Fly" zone. NATO Airborne Early Warning aircraft (NAEW) detected unknown tracks
South of Banja Luka early that morning. Two NATO aircraft, U.S. Air Force F-16s, were
vectored to the area and intercepted six GALEB/JASTREB aircraft. In accordance with the
rules of engagement, two "land or exit the No-Fly Zone or be engaged" orders were issued
which were ignored. While this was happening the violating aircraft dropped bombs. The
NATO fighters engaged the planes, shooting down three of them. A second pair of NATO
fighters, U.S. Air Force F-16s, arrived and shot down a fourth violator. The remaining two
violators left the airspace of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
On 8 March 94, a Spanish CASA 212 transport aircraft, on a routine flight from Zagreb to
Split, made a successful emergency landing at Rijeka Airport (Croatia) after being hit by
groundfire while flying over Croatia. Four passengers on the aircraft were slightly injured by
shrapnel.
On 12 March 94, NATO responded to the first UNPROFOR request for CAS. Aircraft were
sent to provide protection for French troops who were being fired upon near Bihac in BosniaHerzegovina. Ultimately, the UNPROFOR Tactical Air Control Party did not request the
aircraft to attack a ground target.
On 10 April 94, UNPROFOR military observers in Gorazde asked for NATO air protection.
After approval by the Special Representative of the UN Secretary General, NATO close air
support (CAS) was provided by two U.S. Air Force F-16Cs, which dropped bombs under the
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control of a UN forward air controller (FAC). The following day, UNPROFOR again requested
air protection for UN personnel in Gorazde. Two U.S. Marine Corps F/A-18A aircraft, under
the control of a UN FAC, bombed and strafed targets. On 15 April 94, a French Etendard
IVP reconnaissance aircraft safely returned to the French carrier Clemenceau after being hit
by ground fire over the Gorazde area. On 16 April the pilot of a Sea Harrier from the British
carrier HMS Ark Royal safely ejected over the same area after his aircraft was hit while
attempting to conduct a CAS mission.He was later rescued by UN forces.
On 22 April 94, the NAC decided that if the UN safe areas of Bihac, Srebrenica, Tuzla or
Zepa were attacked by heavy weapons from any range or there was a concentration or
movement of such weapons within 20 km of these areas then they would be declared military
exclusion zones. NATO would back up such declarations with air power.
On 22 April 94, the NAC, responding to a request from the UN Secretary General, decided
that the Bosnian Serb actions around the Gorazde safe area met the conditions identified by
NATO on 2 August 1993 as grounds for air strikes. It required the Bosnian Serbs to
immediately cease attacks against the safe area and to pull their forces back 3 km from the
center of the city by 0001 GMT on 24 April 1994 and from that time allow UNPROFOR and
humanitarian assistance free access to the city. Additionally, it declared a 20 km military
exclusion zone around Gorazde and required all Bosnian Serb heavy weapons to be
withdrawn by 0001 GMT on 27 April 1994. As a result of UN and NATO cooperation,
effective compliance with the NATO ultimatums occurred and air strikes were not required.
On 5 August 94, the Bosnian Serb Army (BA) seized a number of heavy weapons from the
Ilidza Weapons Collection site in the Sarajevo Exclusion Zone, despite having been warned
by UNPROFOR not to do so. At the request of UNPROFOR, NATO launched aircraft on the
afternoon of 5 August to attack heavy weapons that were violating the Sarajevo Exclusion
zone. Despite poor weather conditions the force, made up of Dutch, French, NATO, UK and
US aircraft, were able to locate an M18 Tankbuster (a tracked 76mm anti-tank gun). This
was attacked by two US A-10 aircraft who strafed it with 30mm ammunition. Following the
air strike the BA returned the heavy weapons they had taken. On 22 September 94,
following a Bosnian Serb attack against a French armored personnel carrier (APC) near
Sarajevo, NATO aircraft attacked a Bosnian Serb tank which was within the 20-kilometer
exclusion zone around Sarajevo. The air strike was carried out at the request of UNPROFOR
by a USAF OA-10 and two U.K. Jaguars operating in NATO Operation Deny Flight.
On 21 November 94, NATO aircraft attacked the Udbina airfield in Serb-held Croatia. The air
strike, conducted at the request of, and in close coordination with, UNPROFOR, was in
response to attacks which had been launched from that airfield against targets in the Bihac
area of Bosnia-Herzegovina in the previous few days. It was carried out under the authority
of the North Atlantic Council and United Nations Security Council Resolution 958.
On 23 November 94, following an attack the previous day on NATO aircraft by surface-to- air
missiles, NATO reconnaissance aircraft were accompanied by escorts. The aircraft were
illuminated by SAM radars, and in self defence attacked the SAM sites at Otoka and Dvor,
firing anti-radiation "HARM" missiles. Later that same day, NATO carried out a strike against
the Otoka SAM site, as it had been assessed as still posing a threat to NATO aircraft.
On 17 December 94, a French Etendard IV P jet on a NATO reconnaissance flight over
Bosnia-Herzegovina was hit by ground fire and returned safely to an airbase in Italy. The
aircraft which had taken off from the French aircraft carrier Foch received tail damage. The
pilot was not injured.
On 25 and 26 May 95, NATO aircraft attacked a Bosnian-Serb ammunition depot at Pale,
southeast of Sarajevo. These strikes were at the request of the United Nations in response
to Serb shelling of U.N. safe areas. On 2 June 95, a U.S. F-16C flying an Operation DENY
FLIGHT patrol mission was shot down over western Bosnia by a Bosnian Serb surface-to-air
missile. Later in the day NATO received unconfirmed reports that the Bosnian Serb Army had
recovered the pilot. NATO was not able to independently confirm this information. On 8 June
95, the pilot of the NATO F-16C aircraft, who was shot down over western Bosnia on 2 June
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1995, was successfully rescued by search and rescue forces. The rescue mission was
launched early Thursday morning after the downed pilot established voice contact with a
NATO aircraft in the vicinity. All forces involved in the rescue mission returned safely to their
respective bases.
On 11 July 95, in response to a request from the UNPROFOR, NATO aircraft conducted
Close Air Support in the Srebrenica area of Bosnia-Herzegovina attacking ground targets
identified by the UN forces.
On 4 August 95, four NATO aircraft attacked two Croatian Serb surface-to-air missile radar
sites using anti-radiation "HARM" missiles. Two U. S. Navy EA-6Bs and two U. S. Navy
F-18Cs struck sites near Knin and Udbina in self-defence after the aircraft' electronic warning
devices indicated they were being targeted by anti-aircraft missiles. On 10 August 95, NATO
and UN commanders signed a memorandum of understanding on the execution of NATO air
operations for the protection of UN-designated "safe areas" in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The
agreement followed the London Conference of 25 July 95 and the subsequent North Atlantic
Council decisions of 26 July and 1 August 95.
On 30 August 95, NATO aircraft began a series of airstrikes on Bosnian Serb military
targets, after UN commanders determined that a mortar attack on the UN-designated safe
area of Sarajevo on 28 August 95, came from a Bosnian Serb position. During this airstrike
operation, called "Deliberate Force," a French Mirage jet with two crewmembers was shot
down by a surface-to-air missile near Pale. A search and rescue operation was immediately
begun. Airstrikes continued until early on 1 August 95, when UN and NATO commanders
decided to temporary suspend them to permit meetings between UN and Bosnian Serb
officials.
On 2 September 95, the North Atlantic Council, taking note of a report by NATO military
commanders, stated that the Bosnian-Serb reply to UN demands was not a sufficient basis
for the termination of air strikes, and set out further conditions.
On 5 September 95, after UN and NATO military commanders concluded that Bosnian Serbs
had failed to demonstrate their intent to comply with UN demands, NATO aircraft resumed
attacks on Bosnian-Serb military targets in Bosnia.
On 6,7 and 8 September 95, NATO forces conducted search and rescue missions for the
two downed French aircrew members. While over Bosnia on the night of 8 September, two
NATO crew members were slightly wounded by enemy fire as their aircraft attempted to
locate the downed French aviators. All three missions returned to their bases without
confirmed contact with the French air-crew.
On 10 September 95, a U.S. Navy ship, in support of NATO Operation "Deliberate Force,"
launched Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (T-LAMs) against Bosnian Serb air defence
assets in northwestern Bosnia. Thirteen missiles were launched by the USS Normandy on
station in the Adriatic. The launches began at 1841 (GMT), 2041 (CEDT).
On 14 September 95, at 2000 GMT, air strikes were suspended to allow the implementation
of an agreement with Bosnian Serbs, to include the withdrawal of heavy weapons from the
Sarajevo exclusion zone. The initial 72 hour suspension was eventually extended to 114
hours.
On 20 September 95, General Bernard Janvier (Commander, UNPF) and Admiral Leighton
Smith (CINCSOUTH), at the end of the suspension period, agreed that resumption of air
strikes of Operation Deliberate Force was at the moment not necessary as Bosnian Serbs
had complied with the conditions set out by the U.N.
On 28 September 95 NATO forces suspended the French air-crew search based on the
French assessment that further missions would not be productive.
On 4 October 95, on three separate occasions, NATO aircraft, while conducting routine
Deny Flight patrols over Bosnia Herzegovina, reacted to being illuminated by fire control
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radars by firing a HARM missile in self- defense.
On 8 October 95, in response to threats to UN personnel, the UN called for close air support
(CAS) over an area south of Tuzla. NATO aircraft promptly responded but -- due to poor
weather conditions -- it was impossible to acquire a definite fix on the assigned targets.
Responding to a renewed request for CAS issued by the UN on 9 October 95, several NATO
aircraft successfully attacked a Bosnian Serb command and control bunker.
On 12 Dec 95 the crew of the downed French aircraft was freed and handed over to French
authorities.
On 15 Dec 95 the UNSCR 1031 terminated, inter alia, resolutions 781,816,824 and 936
which provided authority for operation Deny Flight. The NAC, in their meeting on 16
December 1995 agreed that Deny Flight should be terminated on Transfer of Authority to the
Implementation Force for Bosnia-Herzegovina; Deny Flight thus ceased on 20 December
1995. A formal closure ceremony was held at Fifth ATAF Headquarters in Vicenza, Italy on
21 December 1995. Forces associated with Deny Flight were transferred to Operation
Decisive Endeavor -- as part of the overall NATO operation Joint Endeavor -- to provide
support to IFOR and close air support for the UN RNCRO forces in Croatia.
PARTICIPATING FORCES:
Almost 4,500 personnel from 12 NATO countries -- Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United
States -- were deployed for this NATO operation. NATO aircraft were available at air bases
in France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the United Kingdom and on carriers in the Adriatic.
Participating forces during the last week of the operation included:
France:
- 5 x Mirage F-1CR reconnaissance aircraft at Istrana AB, Italy.
- 6 x Mirage 2000C fighter aircraft (NFZ) (plus 3 on recall) at Cervia AB, Italy.
- 4 x Mirage 2000K/D ground attack aircraft (CAS) (plus 3 on recall) at Cervia AB.
- 6 x Super Etendard fighter bombers (CAS) on the aircraft carrier when in the Adriatic.
- 3 x F-1CT (CAS) on call at Istrana AB.
- 1 x C-135 air-to-air refuelling aircraft at Istres, France.
- 1 x E-3F AEW at Avord.
- 6 x Jaguar fighter bombers (plus 2 on recall), at Istrana AB, Italy.
- 1 x Myster Falkon 20 transport aircraft at Capodichino AB, Italy.
Germany:
-14 x Tornado aircraft (UN Rapid Reaction Force support), Piacenza AB, Italy.
Italy:
- 6 x PA-200 Tornados (FBA) at Gioia de Colle AB, Italy.
- 2 x PA-200 Tornados reconnaissance aircraft at Gioia de Colle AB, Italy.
- 6 x AMX (CAS) aircraft at Istrana AB, Italy.
- 1 x C-130 support aircraft at Pisa AB, Italy.
- 4 x G-222 support aircraft at Pisa AB, Italy.
- 1 x B-707 air-to-air refueling at Pratica di Mare AB, Italy.
The Netherlands:
- 4 x F-16A fighter aircraft (NFZ) (plus 2 on recall) at Villafranca AB, Italy.
- 5 x F-16A ground attack aircraft (CAS) (plus 2 on recall) at Villafranca AB.
- 3 x F-16R reconnaissance aircraft (plus 2 on recall) at Villafranca AB.
- 1 x C-130 support aircraft at Rimini AB, Italy.
- 2 x F-27 transport aircraft at Rimini AB, Italy.
Norway:
- 2 x C-130 support aircraft at Rimini AB, Italy.
Spain:
- 1 x CASA 212 support aircraft at Dal Molin Military Airport, Vicenza, Italy.
- 8 x EF-18 fighter aircraft (CAS/NFZ) at Aviano AB, Italy.
- 2 x KC-130 air-to-air refuelling aircraft at Aviano AB.
Turkey:
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- 8 x F-16C fighter aircraft (NFZ)(plus 10 on recall) at Ghedi AB, Italy.
United Kingdom:
- 6 x FMK-3 Tornado fighter aircraft (NFZ) at Gioia del Colle AB, Italy.
-10 x GR-7 Harrier aircraft (CAS) at Gioia del Colle AB.
- 2 x GR-7 Harrier reconnaissance aircraft at Gioia del Colle AB.
- 6 x Sea Harrier dual-role capable aircraft (CAS/NFZ) on the aircraft carrier when in the
Adriatic.
- 2 x L-1011 air-to-air refuelling aircraft at Palermo, Sicily (Italy).
- 2 x E-3D aircraft at Aviano AB, Italy.
United States:
- 8 x USAF F-15E (CAS\NFZ) at Aviano AB.
-12 x USMC F-18D dual role aircraft (CAS/NFZ), at Aviano AB.
-12 x USAF F-16C/D dual role capable (CAS/NFZ) at Aviano AB.
-12 x USAF O/A-10 ground attack aircraft (CAS) at Aviano AB.
- 3 x USAF EC-130 Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center aircraft at Aviano AB,
Italy.
- 2 x USAF EC-130 electronic warfare aircraft at Aviano AB, Italy.
- 2 x USAF AC-130 Gunship aircraft at Brindisi AB, Italy.
-10 x USAF KC-135 air-to-air refuelling aircraft at Pisa, Italy, and Istres, France.
- 6 x USMC EA-6B electronic warfare aircraft at Aviano AB.
-12 x USN FA-18C fighter aircraft (NFZ) on an aircraft carrier when in the Adriatic.
- 6 x USN FA-18C dual role aircraft on an aircraft carrier when in the Adriatic.
- 6 x USN EA6B electronic warfare aircraft on an aircraft carrier when in the Adriatic.
- 4 x USN EA-6B electronic warfare aircraft at Aviano AB.
- 5 x USAF KC-10 air-to-air refuelling aircraft at Genova AB, Italy.
NATO Airborne Early Warning Force aircraft:
- 8 x E-3A aircraft at Geilenkirchen, Germany; Trapani, Italy and Aktion, Greece.
The French E-3F aircraft and those from the E-3A and E-3D Components of NATO's
Airborne Early Warning Force (NAEWF) supported Operation DENY FLIGHT as well as the
combined NATO/WEU Adriatic embargo enforcement Operation SHARP GUARD. The E-3A
aircraft were flown by multi-national crews provided by 11 NATO nations.
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6.2. Combat activities of the 7th North-Dalmatian Corps of the
Serb Krajina Army /SVK/
Immediately prior to the general aggression against the Republic of Serb Krajina /RSK/ Major
General Slobodan Kovaevi was appointed Commander of the 7th North-Dalmatian Corps of
the SVK. He was the fifth commander of this corps. At the time of his arrival as Corps
Commander, the Croatian Army and the Croatian Defense Council552 (Croatian community of
Herzeg-Bosnia from Bosnia and Herzegovina), were already on the Dinara Mountain and had
put in direct jeopardy the village of Strmica, some 15 kilometers from Knin on the
communication toward Bosansko Grahovo and Drvar.
Acknowledging the danger from the Bosansko Grahovo-Strmica-Knin axis, General
Kovaevi took over direct command of units in defense of this axis553. For this same reason
and for defense purposes from the Sinj axis, also from the Dinara, General Kovaevi sent Lt.
Colonel Milorad Radi, Chief of Staff of the 7th Corps Command to Dinara, to the Vrlika
region, to merge all the forces that were there into a single combat group. It was a
composition formed from two brigades and staff units of the Corps Command and police units
from the Ministry of the Interior of the RSK. On the eve of August 4th this combat group was
conducting activities in cooperation with a police battalion and the 2nd Guards Brigade from
the composition of the Special Units Corps of the SVK in the defense of Dinara. During the
general aggression, the Guards Brigade was not on Dinara but was resting in Knin.
Lt. Colonel Radi didn’t have information on the overall situation, thus during August 4th he
believed that only his part of the front had been attacked. He didn’t know that a general attack
had begun against the western part of the RSK. After the attack of the Croatian Army, he
ordered a counterattack by artillery which was under his command, with the priority task to
defend the peaks on Dinara. According to available information, Lt. Colonel Radi assessed
that he had sufficient forces for defense, but he himself was not objectively informed,
particularly by the cooperating police battalion of the RSK. Even though the police battalion
commander Major Dragan Karna informed Lt. Colonel Radi that his composition was in
good shape and that the forces were on the dominant peak ‘Igla’ on Dinara that was not true.
When one of the police commanders notified him that there was no one there on the Dinara
peak ‘Igla’, Lt. Colonel Milorad Radi urgently intervened requesting assistance from the
Commander of the 2nd Guards Brigade, Colonel Miloš Cvjetianin. However, the Croatian
forces were already on the ‘Igla’ peak. For this reason Lt. Colonel Radi requested
reinforcements from the Commander of the 7th North-Dalmatian Corps, General Slobodan
552

The Croatian Defense Council was formed from units from the area of the Croatian community of HerzegBosnia or rather from the area of Western Herzegovina and other parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina that were
inhabited by Croatian nationals. This army was conducting activities in the areas of the Republic of Croatia, or
rather in the area of another internationally recognized state.
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Several days prior to the beginning of the aggression, Colonel Rajko Grbi, Chief of Artillery at the 7th Corps
Command, was in Tactical Group 3 in Strmica. The Group was under the direct command of the Commander of
the 7th SVK Corps. And aside from the above mentioned, part of the units had willfully abandoned defensive
positions. The first to leave were a company and mortar battery from the composition of the 92nd Benkovac
Brigade who returned to Benkovac. There had already been individuals, noisemakers, who were shouting ‘sold –
betrayed’ and ‘let’s go home’.
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Kovaevi. A tank company was quickly deployed and with its help and after regrouping
parts of Combat Group 3, defense was stabilized. At the time rumors appeared among the
soldiers from Combat Group 3 that the ‘Ustasha were on Crvena Zemlja /Red Land/ and right
outside Knin’, which was not true.
After the cessation of combat activities, around 23:00 hrs, Lt. Colonel Radi went to the
Command Post of the 7th North-Dalmatian Corps in Paane. He received orders to pull out the
population, and afterwards, in Petrovako polje, to organize a handover of combat equipment
and weapons to the Army of the Serb Republic.
...
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CODED
/the official crest of the Republic of Croatia/
REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
ZAGREB

Class:
Reference no.: 512-01-95-185 /last number in handwriting/
Zagreb, 25 January 1995
STAMP: /partly illegible/
25 January 1995
340
/signed/

Pursuant to Article 22, paragraph 4, in connection with Article 22, paragraph 2,
items 4 and 15 of the Defense Act (‘Official Gazette,’ no. 74/93 – revised text), the
Defense Minister hereby issues the following

ORDER
1. Members of the Croatian Army are prohibited from giving statements in the
media without prior approval from the Political Administration of the Ministry of
Defense of the Republic of Croatia /MORH/.
2. Acting in violation of item 1 of this Order shall result in immediate
suspension and initiation of military disciplinary proceedings against those in
violation.
3. The Croatian Army Main Staff is required to inform all of the commands of
the Armed Forces of the content of this Order.
4. This Order is effective IMMEDIATELY.
MINISTER
Gojko Šušak
/signed/
/stamped/
Deliver to:
- Croatian Army Main Staff /GSHV/, here
- Political Administration, here

/illegible/ illegible-1998
date
146
800
/illegible/

16:25
hrs/min

signed
signature

/illegible/
urgency

DELIVERED: 13 March 1998
date

17:10
signed
hrs/min signature
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